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Abstract
A decade ago computing systems hit a clock and power ceiling that places the en-
ergetic challenge among the most relevant issues in High Performance Computing
(HPC). Motivated by the fact that computation is increasingly becoming cheaper
than data movement in terms of power, our work studies and optimizes data move-
ment across different levels of the software stack. We propose novel methodologies
for analyzing, modeling, and optimizing the energy efficiency of data movement.
More precisely, we propose methodologies to enhance the understanding of power
consumption in the software I/O stack, and optimize the I/O energy efficiency in
the operating system’s I/O stack, low-level CPU device drivers, and virtualized en-
vironments. Our experimental results show that through the understanding of the
different operating system layers and their interaction, it is possible to develop novel
coordination techniques that optimize the energy consumption and increase perfor-
mance of I/O workloads.
First, we develop a methodology for data collection, power and performance
characterization, and modeling power usage in the I/O stack. Our work presents
a detailed study of power and energy usage across all system components during
various I/O-intensive workloads. We propose a data gathering methodology that
combines software and hardware-based instrumentation in order to study I/O data
movement, and develop novel power prediction models employing data analysis tech-
niques.
Second, this thesis presents novel CPU-level optimizations that improve the
energy efficiency of I/O workloads. We address two issues present in modern pro-
cessors: thermal imbalance causing performance variation and an inefficient use of
CPU resources during I/O workloads. We develop novel techniques for power opti-
mization and thermal efficiency through cross-layer coordination of CPU and I/O
management.
Third, we also focus on optimizing data sharing among virtual domains. In our
work we refer to this as virtualized data sharing, which mainly differs from existing
solutions by coordinating data flows through the software I/O stack. We develop
a virtualized data sharing solution in order to reduce data movement among vir-
tual environments, introducing new abstractions and mechanisms to more efficiently
coordinate storage I/O.
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Resumen
Hace una década, los computadores alcanzaron el límite físico de la frecuencia y
potencia disipada, estableciendo el consumo energético como uno de los principales
obstáculos en el campo de la computación de alto rendimiento. Motivados por el
hecho de que la computación resulta cada vez menos costosa que el movimiento
de datos en términos de energía, nuestro trabajo estudia y optimiza el movimiento
de datos en varios niveles de la arquitectura software. En este trabajo proponemos
nuevas metodologías para analizar, modelar y optimizar la eficiencia energética del
movimiento de datos. Concretamente, proponemos metodologías para mejorar el
análisis del consumo de potencia en la arquitectura software de E/S, así como opti-
mizar la eficiencia energética de: la pila de E/S del sistema operativo, contoladores
de la CPU y entornos virtuales de E/S. Los resultados experimentales muestran que,
mediante la comprensión de la interacción de las capas del sistema operativo, es posi-
ble desarrollar nuevas técnicas de coordinacion que optimicen el consumo energético
e incrementen el rendimiento de las cargas de trabajo de E/S.
En primer lugar desarrollamos una metodología para la recolección de datos y
la caracterización del rendimiento y consumo de potencia en la pila de E/S. Nuestro
trabajo presenta un estudio detallado del consumo energético y de potencia de cada
uno de los componentes del sistema durante la ejecución de cargas de trabajo de
E/S. Concretamente proponemos una metodología de captura de datos que combina
instrumentación hardware y software para estudiar el movimiento de datos, con el
fin de desarrollar nuevos modelos de predicción de consumo empleando técnicas de
análisis de datos.
En segundo lugar, esta Tesis Doctoral presentamos nuevas optimizaciones a nivel
de CPU que mejoran la eficiencia energética de las cargas de trabajo de E/S. Para
ello consideramos dos problemas fundamentales en los procesadores modernos: el
desequilibrio térmico que causa variablidad de rendimiento y el uso ineficiente de los
recursos de la CPU durante cargas de trabajo de E/S. Además desarrollamos nuevas
técnicas que optimizan la eficiencia energética a través de la coordinación entre las
distintas capas del sistemas operativo que gestionan CPU y la E/S.
En tercer lugar, también centramos este trabajo en la optimización del inter-
cambio de datos entre dominios virtuales. En nuestro trabajo nos referimos a esto
como el intercambio de datos virtualizado, que se diferencia principalmente de las
soluciones existentes mediante la coordinación de los flujos de datos mediante la
cooperación entre distintos dominios virtuales. Para ello desarrollamos una solu-
ción de intercambio de datos que minimiza la copia de datos con el fin de reducir
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el movimiento de datos, e introducimos nuevas abstracciones y mecanismos para
coordinar de manera más eficiente el almacenamiento de E/S en entornos virtuales.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The number of operations per time unit has commonly been used as a metric for
estimating anything from algorithm run-time to performance. Reducing the number
of operations to be performed by a micro-processor has generally been associated
with performance, power consumption, and run-time improvements. However, recent
developments in manufacturing processes and limits on the amount of dissipated
power have brought a paradigm change in which computation is less costly than
transporting data across buses and silicon. As such, data movement is becoming
a relevant concept present in computing systems of all scales. In fact, power and
thermal constraints are becoming the main challenges for developing Exascale and
micro-processors of the future.
1.1 Motivation
Traditionally, performance improvements have been the main focus for high-end
computing systems. Modern scientific discoveries have been driven by an insatiable
demand for high performance computing (HPC). However, power consumption has
become an increasingly relevant issue since the power wall was hit about a decade
ago. As we progress on the road to Exascale systems, energy consumption becomes a
primary obstacle in the design and maintenance of HPC facilities. As of 2016, a sim-
ple extrapolation shows that an Exascale platform based on the most energy efficient
hardware currently available in the Green500 [Gre15b] would consume over 140MW
at 7GLOPS/Watt. However, the desirable goal has been set by the Department of
Energy (DOE) to 20MW [DoE14], meaning that this system would still exceed this
limit by a factor of seven, thus turning it economically unfeasible due to its projected
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). Indeed, such systems will need to reach an energy
efficiency of approximately 50GFLOPS/Watt to face the Exascale challenge. Due
to the key role of power constraints, future Exascale systems are expected to work
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with a limited power budget, and be able to allocate power to different subsystems
dynamically. In this scenario, the capability of predicting power consumption based
on data movement and I/O operations is a useful resource. Actually, hardware ven-
dors are already trying to provide more energy efficient components, and software
developers are gradually increasing power-awareness in the current software stack,
from applications to operating systems. For example, recent advances in processor
technologies have enabled operating systems to leverage new energy efficient mech-
anisms such as DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) or DCT (Dynamic
Concurrency Throttling) in order to bound power consumption of computing sys-
tems.
In addition to the scaling problem, the economic and ecological cost of powering
computing infrastructures are also a big concern. Several research studies have shown
that power bills can contribute to as much as 50% of the TCO of a data center
[JS08]. Indeed, the cost of powering a server approaches the acquisition cost of
the hardware itself [VSS+10, Bar05]. In order to put this high energy usage into
perspective, data centers in the U.S. alone were found to represent about 2% of the
electricity consumption in 2010 [Koo11], which is roughly equivalent to the aviation
industry. That same year, U.S. data centers consumed close to 80 billion kilowatt-
hours of energy [Koo11]; this can be estimated to a total cost of about $5.9 billion1.
In fact, this trend has been growing. U.S. data centers reportedly consumed an
estimated 91 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity in 2013, the equivalent of 34 large
coal-fired power plants, costing $6.7 billion and polluting around 100 MMTCO22.
If this growing trend continues, annual consumption is projected to increase by
2020 to 138 billion kilowatt-hours of energy, a cost over $10 billion, and pollute 150
MMTCO2 [Nat14].
The energy crisis of the last years and the ever increasing conscience about the
negative effects of energy waste on the climate change have brought the sustain-
ability both into public attention and under industry and scientific scrutiny. Green,
or sustainable computing, has become the focus attention of initiatives like Green
Grid [Gre15a], a global consortium dedicated to advancing energy efficiency in data
centers and business computing ecosystems. This consortium has even established
a metric called Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) [BRPC08], which aims to mea-
sure and compare the power efficiency of data centers. As demonstrated by the
successful emergence of the Green500 [Gre15b] list, which provides a ranking of the
most energy-efficient supercomputers in the world, energy has become as significant
as performance. Consequently, the performance-per-watt has been established as a
new metric to evaluate supercomputers.
While many aspects need to be improved in the context of energy efficiency,
including low-power electronics, memory, CPU, applications, cooling, and the data
center itself, data movement was found to be one of the biggest energy-related chal-
1The latest cost estimation is known to be $4.5 billion for a 61 billion kwh consumption in
2006 [B+08]. The $6 billion figure is an extrapolation using the last known figure of 80 billion kwh
[Koo11].
2Million metric tons of carbon dioxide is the measurement unit used for describing the magnitude
of greenhouse gas emissions or reductions.
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lenges [KBB+08, DoE14]. In addition, storage systems are expected to play an in-
creasingly important role because the world’s digital data grows exponentially, dou-
bling every year, as revealed by a recent study conducted by the IDC [GR11]. The
growth in size of data sets and the need to process and archive a large amount of
information has resulted in a trend known as Big Data. And as the power cost of
computation decreases, the cost of data movement increasingly becomes a more rel-
evant issue [BC11]. The low performance of the I/O operations continues to present
a formidable obstacle to reaching Exascale computing in the future large-scale sys-
tems, especially in I/O-intensive scientific domains and simulations. CPU speed and
storage capacity are boosted by factors of approximately 400 and 100 every 10 years,
respectively. Storage devices speed, however, develops at a much slower pace and in-
creases only by a factor of 20 over the same time span.
This results in a special interest in optimizing I/O, and motivates the need for
more research aimed at improving the energy efficiency of storage technologies. In
spite of this, there is no sufficient research that studies the energetic impact of In-
put/Output (I/O) and data movement. While data movement and energy efficiency
are relevant issues from large-scale domains to the micro-processor, this thesis tar-
gets one computing node and focuses on various operating system layers.
Our hypothesis is that inefficiencies related to data movement are present in
different layers of the operating system. Based on performance metrics from various
layers, we expect to understand power usage of the I/O stack and develop prediction
mechanisms that can be used for estimating energy consumption of I/O workloads.
Understanding the relationship between data movement and energy efficiency can
be substantially improved by modeling the I/O accesses based on a series of run-
time metrics from several I/O stack layers. Additionally, we expect that the energy
efficiency associated with the data movement can be improved by techniques jointly
optimizing for CPU utilization and I/O stack. Finally, we postulate that there is a
need for novel abstractions and techniques for data movement in virtualized envi-
ronments targeting to optimize the energy efficiency.
1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate, understand, and optimize power
consumption related to data movement and propose new mechanisms that improve
the energy consumption across various software layers. We break down the main
objective into the following objectives.
• Understand, characterize, andmodel energy consumed by data move-
ment. We will address this objective by investigating energy consumption
across the I/O stack. To study energy consumption, we develop a methodol-
ogy for gathering relevant data, and use data exploration and data analysis
techniques to reveal how power is used in the software I/O stack. Leveraging
the results of our analysis, we investigate predictive power consumption models
for various I/O access patterns and workloads.
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• Explore novel CPU-level techniques for optimizing the performance
and energy efficiency of data movement in the node-level I/O stack.
We will address this objective by investigating whether it is possible to im-
prove I/O efficiency on micro-processor levels through a software approach.
To achieve this objective, we explore methodologies for increasing cooperation
between operating system layers that can be leveraged to improve I/O effi-
ciency. As a result, we expect to be able to develop power- and thermal-aware
software that makes intelligent use of CPU resources to improve CPU energy
and power consumption.
• Research novel approaches for enhancing performance and energy
efficiency of data sharing across virtualized domains. We address this
objective by investigating novel abstractions and mechanisms that improve
data sharing between virtual domains. We aim to study intra-domain coordi-
nation mechanisms that increase the efficiency of data sharing operations.
1.3 Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview that provides an holistic
description of the work introduced in this thesis. Our work studies and optimizes
data movement across different levels of the operating system’s I/O stack. More pre-
cisely, we propose contributions to enhance the understanding of power consumption
in the software I/O stack, and optimize the I/O energy efficiency in virtualized en-
vironments, the operating system’s I/O stack, and low-level CPU device drivers,
as depicted in Figure 1.1. Our contributions show that through the understanding
of the different operating system layers and their interaction, it is possible to de-
velop coordination techniques that optimize the energy consumption and increase
performance of I/O workloads.
To address our first objective, we develop a methodology for data collection,
power and performance characterization, and modeling power usage in the I/O stack.
We perform a detailed study of power and energy usage across all system components
during various I/O-intensive workloads. To perform an exhaustive examination, our
work combines software and hardware-based instrumentation in order to study I/O
data movement through exploratory data analysis. This data-driven process reveals
detailed knowledge about how the system shifts between different power and perfor-
mance regimes, and which layers and algorithms of the I/O stack are responsible.
As a result of our analysis and characterization, we provide I/O power models that
are able to predict power consumption of I/O workloads that perform various access
patterns. This work is presented in Chapter 3.
For addressing the second objective of this thesis, we focus on the CPU and its
impact on I/O energy efficiency, motivated by the fact that it is one of the most
power-hungry components in a system. We examine the behavior of the CPU under
I/O intensive workloads, and make two observations. First, we learn that in spite
of being the most power-proportional component, the CPU is agnostic to external
events such as heat or I/O activity. Second, we note that there is a thermal imbal-
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1.4 Structure and Contents
The remainder of this document is structured in the following way.
• Chapter 2 State of the art contains existing research on the topics of power,
energy efficiency, storage, and virtualization.
• Chapter 3 Analysis and modeling of energy consumption in the I/O stack de-
tails the analysis of power consumption caused by data movement across the
I/O stack. We also present analytical models that are capable of predicting
power and energy consumption for various I/O workloads and access patterns.
• Chapter 4 CPU-level data I/O energy efficiency and optimizations demon-
strates CPU power, thermal, and performance improvements through software
that performs intelligent low-level performance management.
• Chapter 5 Virtualized I/O and data sharing presents virtualized data sharing
solutions that improve performance and power consumption of various data
sharing operations among virtual domains.
• Chapter 6 Conclusions presents a summary of the contributions and results
obtained in this thesis. We also provide insights into future challenges and
outline directions for future research.
Chapter 2
State of the Art
In the last years, the landscape of High Performance Computing (HPC) has changed
significantly to address two important challenges. First, the challenge of increasing
the energy efficiency to improve the amount of computation that can be achieved
with a limited power budget. Second, the exponential growth of data sets requires
a growing amount of storage and data processing systems. These two challenges are
related because data movement is becoming costlier than computation in terms of
power. An added challenge is that many of these systems are moving to the cloud
due to the economical advantage and flexibility provided by a virtual infrastructure.
Moving workloads to a virtualized domain prompts the question of how efficiently
data is moved through the node’s software stack.
In this chapter, we explore the state of the art of these topics. We start in-
troducing concepts and classifications of storage systems that are related to power
solutions detailed in other sections of this chapter. In the following sections we focus
on the topics of power and energy. We detail power measurement methodologies,
and detail node-level solutions for improving energy efficiency. We also analyze dis-
tributed storage techniques that address power proportionality. While this thesis
studies and proposes solutions focusing on one node, we also provide state of the
art works on distributed storage techniques, since our future goal would be to apply
our work in distributed environments. Finally, we also describe storage virtualiza-
tion techniques, laying out virtualized data sharing solutions and inter-domain data
sharing mechanisms.
2.1 Storage system types
In this section different types of storage systems are described and classified, guiding
the reader in a top-down fashion from higher-level concepts to lower-level, single-
component storage types. This synthesis is important because it will show the reader
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RAID Fault Space Energetic
Level tolerance efficiency overhead
RAID 0 0 1 0
RAID 1 n− 1 1/n n− 1
RAID 5 1 n− 1 1
RAID 6 2 n− 2 2
Table 2.1: Comparative summary which shows trade-offs between fault tolerance, space
efficiency, and energetic overhead for different RAID levels. n represents the number of
disks which compose the disk array.
can be accessed over the network. Storage area networks (SAN) are networks dedi-
cated to storage, offering block-level access to multiple disks. A typical example of a
SAN is Fibre Channel. Many possible designs and implementations of SAN and NAS
are possible, and therefore no direct relation between networked storage systems and
power proportionality (or lack thereof) can be established without additional infor-
mation. However, due to the fact that networked storage is an essential part of the
power proportionality of a large-scale storage system, especially their data layout
strategy, Section 2.6.1 has been dedicated to this matter.
Tape: Magnetic tape data storage offers the highest capacity for the lowest price,
but suffers from poor performance and poor energy efficiency. The reliability, com-
bined with the capacity and price benefits, makes tape an affordable solution for
data archival.
Due to the fact that different storage devices have different properties (energy
efficiency, capacity, price, performance, volatility), they are used together in order
to combine their benefits, creating a storage hierarchy. This is especially the case
for large data sets such as massive storage archives, where different tiers for low-
cost and high-cost are established. In certain situations, the same kind of storage
devices may be used at different tiers, such as high performance HDDs for one
tier and high-capacity (and lower performance) HDDs for another tier [SNI12]. In
the storage hierarchy there is a trade-off between capacity, performance, price, and
power. As depicted in Figure 2.1, drives which have a higher capacity density usually
offer a lower dollar per byte ratio, and are also usually slower than the media at the
other end of the spectrum. The opposite is true for the performance per watt ratio.
One popular configuration is to use non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) devices such as
flash-based SSDs for frequently accessed data, while leaving unpopular content to
slower, higher capacity hard disks or even tape [SNI12].
2.2 Power and energy
This section gives a detailed definition of the terms power and energy. Energy is the
total amount of work a system has performed in a given time and is measured in
joules (J) or watt-hours (Wh). In the context of this thesis, work is the amount of
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electric charge transferred through the circuit. Power is the rate at which a system
performs work. A system that performs E joules of work in a time frame of T seconds
is said to deliver a power of P = E/T . Power is measured in watts (W). Although re-
ferred to simply as power, computer components specifically consume electric power.
A system’s power supply unit performs the conversion from AC current to DC cur-
rent, which is then fed to the motherboard and individual components. The flow
of electric charge through a circuit, the electric current, is also known as current
intensity and is denoted as I. The electric current is measured in amperes (A) and
represents the amount of electric charge that is transferred by the circuit per sec-
ond. On direct current circuits, the electric power is mathematically represented as
P = IV .
For a given component with a fixed voltage input V , the electric current can
vary, resulting in variable power usage. For example, CPUs can greatly reduce their
power usage by lowering their operating frequency. Similarly, disks can switch to low-
power states where part of their circuitry is powered off and the disk platters remain
spun down. This is the motivation behind some fine-grained power measurement
techniques that are described in detail in Section 2.3.1, some of which perform
current measurement for those wires that power specific system components. Power
usage is then derived by multiplying the measured current with the line voltage.
2.3 Energy measurement methodologies
This section details how different research works deal with the problem of esti-
mating power consumption in order to measure the effectiveness of their respective
solutions. In some cases, power usage is not only measured, but also matched against
captured traces. This allows to correlate performance with power consumption. For
example, this can be helpful for checking the degree of power proportionality for
storage systems. Many different approaches are chosen in order to measure power
consumption. Some are more intrusive than others, ranging from hardware devices
that measure power consumption of a whole system or some of its components, to
modeling and tracing frameworks that estimate power usage based on different cri-
teria. A taxonomy of power measurement methods is presented in Figure 2.2. The
different measurement methods are reviewed in more detail below.
2.3.1 Power measurement devices
Hardware devices that measure power consumption are helpful for determining en-
ergy usage accurately. Due to the fact that power meters are expensive and their
deployment is intrusive, scaling this approach even to small clusters can prove to be
prohibitive. However, this is the most reliable way of measuring power consumption.
This is especially interesting for validating power models and estimations performed
through less intrusive methods that are able to scale-out with more ease. Several of
these models are described in the following subsections.
There are different brands and kinds of power meters. A popular hardware
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2.3.2 Simulators and tracing tools
Many researchers rely on traces that have been captured on production systems with
real workloads. Those traces are then replayed through simulators in order to esti-
mate power consumption and test new power-aware storage strategies. For example,
a team of Microsoft researchers gathers live traces that have been previously cap-
tured from a production environments such as Hotmail and Messenger, and replays
them in simulations in order to predict energy savings. Power consumption is simply
estimated by the percentage of servers of the baseline systems that are powered on
[TDN11].
Q. Zhu and Y. Zhou [ZZ05] gather their energy usage from a disk simulator
called DiskSim [BSSG08], which they have extended with a storage cache simulator
called CacheSim. Energy estimations are done by analyzing cache misses and the
power management scheme. Also, both idle and active times are taken into account
in order to estimate energy through simulations with traces as input data. Power
consumption deviations are reported to be under 2%.
In order to simulate energy consumption of GreenHDFS, the authors feed their
trace-driven simulator with data extracted from the data sheet of system components
[KB10]. Similarly, the approach described by Narayanan et al. [NDR08] is based on
feeding simulators and testbeds with power data stemming from production man-
uals and traces gathered in production systems. Disk-level power consumption is
measured in this way as well.
Another work focuses on evaluating the energy efficiency of existing MapReduce
implementations. Chen et al. [CGF+10] propose a framework that addresses the
problem of reproducing the hardware and software configuration of a production
cluster under different, non-production environments. This problem is solved by
generating workloads that effectively replay the statistical properties represented
in the production traces. Using this framework, the authors are able to identify
which workload configurations achieve the best performance and energy efficiency.
According to the authors of this paper, having more and better production traces
of different MapReduce workloads would yield data-driven and informed decisions
that improve the design of other MapReduce-based systems in aspects such as scale,
scheduling strategies, and system configuration.
M. Allalouf et al. [AAF+09] contribute a power modeling framework called
STAMP. The practical use of this framework is threefold. First, it offers a way
to estimate online power consumption for storage systems. Second, the framework
can be used as an online power-aware capacity planning tool. Statistical performance
information represents the host storage workload which is used as input for the stor-
age models. Finally, the use of statistical information allows the framework to be
employed for power and performance estimation on non-alive systems still in the de-
sign stage as well. Experimental results show how this modeling method achieves a
reasonable error deviation of 2% to 9%, depending on the workload transfer size. The
interest in this contribution stems from the fact that this work focuses on modeling
based on workload and storage configurations. While other works tend to treat most
I/O operations equally, considering disk utilization as a function of number of oper-
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ations and time duration, STAMP is more accurate because more detailed workload
characteristics are taken into account. As the authors demonstrate, STAMP can bet-
ter exploit scenarios where trade-offs between performance and power exists in order
to make systems more power-aware. Additional details about STAMP are described
in Section 2.3.3.
M. Knobloch et al. [KMM12] analyze power performance of MPI applications.
Their study is specially focused on energy saving opportunities that originate from
busy-wait states that are shown to be highly power-inefficient. They extend the
Scalasca [GWW+10] (Scalable analysis of large-scale applications) tool-set, which is
designed to detect wait states, focusing on energy efficiency. It is examined which
power-states could be assigned to each wait-state in order to study potential power
savings. Although their work focuses on benchmarking CPU power performance,
exploitation of idle states is something which every system component can take
advantage of, including and especially disks in storage systems.
An energy-aware I/O interface, called CIAO, is proposed by J. M. Kundel et al.
[KMKL12]. CIAO aims to provide developers a tool which makes their applications
energy-aware while hiding the hardware’s low-level details behind a library. The work
is presented as an extension on top of the existing ADIOS [LZKS09] interface, which
is already used in several scientific applications for providing I/O optimizations. The
CIAO interface requires users to annotate the code to mark computation and I/O
phases manually. By using the developer’s information about the application, namely
estimations about the durations of each phase, the framework is able to make better
choices that result in greater energy savings by making better use of resources, and
putting unused devices into low power states.
Btreplay is another tool which is being used in order to play back workload
traces. In the paper presented by Verma et al. [VKUR10], actual power consumption
is measured using Watts up PRO Power Meter and Btreplay for replaying traces. In
their scenario, disks are assumed to be either in active or idle mode; with two different
states with two different consumption levels, which are equal across all disks. For
performing event tracing, tools such as Xperf tracks both processor and disk usage.
Xperf is used in order to measure performance degradation as well [SKZ08].
2.3.3 Power estimation models
Current approaches for analyzing power usage and estimating energy consump-
tion fall into different categories: power modeling at the hardware level [AAF+09,
MMB13], power modeling at the performance counters level [LGT08], and power
modeling at the simulation level [SJC+14, PGC+13, MKL10].
Simulation techniques are commonly used for evaluating both performance and
energy consumption. Prada et al. [PGC+13] describe a novel methodology that aims
to build fast simulation models for storage devices. The method uses as starting
point a workload and produces a random variate generator that can be easily inte-
grated into large scale simulation models. A disk energy simulator, namely Dempsey
[ZSG+03], reads I/O traces and interprets both performance and power consumption
of each I/O operation using the DiskSim simulator. Dempsey was only validated on
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mobile disk drives. This solution predicts energy consumption using the simulated
disks characteristics instead of system metrics.
Manousakis et al. [MMB13] present FDIO, a feedback-driven controller that im-
proves DVFS for I/O intensive applications. This solution relies on the node being
instrumented for obtaining fine-grained power measurement readings. Their feed-
back controller detects I/O phases and quickly switches the CPU frequency to all
possible states, and selects the optimum setting power/performance ratio. While
our work also describes the physically instrumentation to obtain fine-grained power
readings, we use this instrument to analyze data movement patterns and detect
power regimes. Our proposed model does not require having this kind of invasive
instrumentation in order to predict energy consumption.
Lewis et al. [LGT08] uses the inherit node temperature to predict energy con-
sumption. The authors discuss the interaction of the different components for their
modeling. The authors propose using read and writes per second metric (obtained
by iostat) for modeling I/O workloads. In this paper we demonstrate that the
dirty buffer size metric can be used for modeling write power usage. Allalouf et
al. [AAF+09] develop a scalable power modeling method that estimates the power
consumption of storage workloads (STAMP). The modeling concept is based on
identifying the major workload contributors to the power consumed by the disk ar-
rays. In contrast, our solution models the energy consumed by the I/O stack, in
addition to storage devices.
For estimating energy consumption, some works also focus on system perfor-
mance counters [CM05, ERKR06, LJ03]. These works propose linear models that
are able to provide run-time power estimations, and are validated with instrumented
hardware. Other works concentrate on reducing energy consumption of individual
storage devices. Zhu et al. [ZDD+04] optimize disk energy consumption by tuning
cache-replacement strategies that increase idle time and reduce disk spin-ups.
Other works concentrate on large-scale storage systems, whose main goal is
to achieve power proportionality. Narayanan et al [NDR08] demonstrate a power
proportional storage system that is capable of absorbing a large number of writes.
A large number of works have proposed models for individual components such as
CPU (e.g., [CBBA10], [MB06]), hard disks (e.g., [ZSG+03]), and networks (e.g.,
[WPM02]). In addition, for a large body of modeling techniques at both node-level
and distributed-level we refer the reader to [OAL14], [SL13], and [LBIC13]. Our
work focuses on exploring, analyzing, and modeling the power consumption of the
operating system’s I/O stack across all components. Unlike most works mentioned
in this section, we do not provide a generic power model for computation, or limit
our analysis to a single system component, but focus on energy consumption caused
by data movement patterns across the memory hierarchy and I/O stack. Like Li et
al. [LBC+14], we aim to build models that help better understand and contribute
to reducing the energy consumption of the storage stack.
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ating system: CPU-level techniques, efficient virtualized data sharing mechanisms,
and power prediction models.
Distributed techniques include data placement layout strategies, which help achieve
resource consolidation. The purpose of consolidation is to maximize power propor-
tionality by having a smaller number of nodes working at a higher utilization rate,
instead of having many at a lower utilization rate, which is highly inefficient. How-
ever, this raises challenges related to handling I/O bottlenecks [NDR08], peak loads,
availability, and elasticity. While some distributed storage systems aim for consoli-
dation by migrating workloads [BF07, LBMN09, MCRS05, NDR08, SBP+05], this
technique can become a difficult task when applications need a significant amount of
state [KB10], because that state data would need to be migrated along. Data migra-
tion, fine or coarse-grained, might have an impact on network and storage systems
due to the additional stress it generates. Furthermore, data placement strategies of
existing distributed storage systems often prevent powering off nodes and obstruct
consolidation because data is replicated and nodes are kept online to ensure avail-
ability and high I/O throughput [LK10]. Solutions which address these challenges
are detailed in Section 2.6.1.
Node-level energy efficiency techniques and distributed power-proportional tech-
niques share the common goal of generating idleness in order to power off storage
subsystems. For this reason, they are usually complementary. Tsirogiannis et al.
[THS10] and Harizopoulos et al. [HSMR09] define energy efficiency as the ratio of
useful work done to energy used. The authors of Rabbit [ACG+10] consider a stor-
age system to be ideally power-proportional when “the performance-to-power ratio
at all performance levels is equivalent to that at the maximum performance level".
Figure 2.5 shows the energy efficiency and power consumption of a system as a
whole. This figure helps to illustrate the concept of power proportionality very well.
The green line represents how power consumption varies with system utilization. It
clearly shows how the system still consumes half of the peak power while completely
idle. The energy efficiency (ratio between utilization and power) is therefore very
low at that point, and increases with higher system utilization. Thus, the system
shows poor power proportionality. A figure representing an ideal power proportional
system would depict a power consumption level which starts at 0 when the system
is idle, and a constant energy efficiency ratio for any utilization level. The same con-
cept of power proportionality applies to distributed storage systems, in which many
systems collectively become very inefficient when idle, and more energy efficient the
closer the system gets to peak performance.
Often, the issue of whether a technique fits into energy efficiency or power pro-
portionality is fuzzy, as both concepts are correlated, and a case could be made which
argues for either of the two categories. This is the reason why we chose to classify
power-aware techniques based on node-level and distributed system techniques.
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Vendor Western Digital Seagate Samsung
Disk model WD30EZRX ST3000DM001 HD322GJ
Active state power (W) 6 8 5
Idle power (W) 5.5 5.4 4.2
Standby power (W) 0.8 0.75 0.8
Sleep power (W) 0.8 0.75 0.8
Spin-up consumption (A) 2 2 2
Spin-up time – – 8 s
Load/Unload cycles 300,000 300,000 50,000
Table 2.2: While absolute power consumption values vary among three representative disks,
standby state and sleep state usually have equal power consumption.
being spun down. One popular and still widely used solution is the 2-competitive
algorithm based on break-even time [FKL+91], which sets a timeout equal to the
disks’s break-even time. The reason for choosing the break-even time as threshold
is that Tbreak−even = Eup+EdownP1 seconds is known to be optimal for deterministic
algorithms, Eup and Edown being the amount of energy required to spin a disk up-
/down, and P1 being the power required to keep disk spinning while idle [ISSG05].
An algorithm is said to be c-competitive if its cost is no greater than c times that
of an optimal off-line algorithm [FKL+91]. Another popular algorithm is the ran-
domized algorithm [FKL+91], which randomly chooses a timeout no longer than the
break-even time. The randomized algorithm has proven to have the best worst-case
performance, while the 2-competitive algorithm has the best worst-case performance
among fixed-threshold algorithms.
2.5.1 Disk scheduling
Scheduling I/O requests to the disk differs from other disk power-saving strategies
in that it does not require a specific data placement, or data to be migrated or
reconfigured. This is an advantage because power-aware I/O scheduling does not
require applications to adapt, and works transparently.
For example, Chou et al. [CKR11] complement the solutions that attempt to
save energy by spinning disks down to standby mode, with power-aware scheduling
strategies that determine disk location for incoming requests of the storage system.
Their work consists of a scheduling strategy that aims to maximize expected disk
standby time and minimize energy consumption, without interfering with existing
data placement and other power saving techniques. Their approach takes a stream of
requests as input, and determines the disk location for serving each request, trying
to minimize energy consumption. The scheduling problem, which is NP-complete,
is formally defined and solved using efficient polynomial approximations. Three dif-
ferent strategies are discussed: online, oﬄine, and batch processing variants. The
latter two are shown to be solvable through weighted independent-set and weighted
set-cover algorithms respectively. The batch and oﬄine strategies include a cost
function which tunes the existing trade-off between performance and energy con-
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sumption. Their results show that this trade-off ranges from achieving a reduction
of energy consumption of 35% on one end, to halving response times on the other
end. The technique also results in a reduced number of spin-up/down operations.
Another technique which aims to reduce disk energy consumption is DRPM,
which consists in dynamically modulating the disk spin speed [GSKF03]. While
most techniques consider transitions from a spinning idle disk to a stopped disk
in standby state, DRPM adjusts disk rotation speed to match the required perfor-
mance. This is estimated by taking into account the number of queued requests pe-
riodically. Gurumurthi et al. provide a detailed analysis of disk energy consumption
and how disk rotation speeds affects power consumption [GSKF03]. While the term
power-proportionality was not widely used before 2007, it is clear that this approach
increases the power-proportionality of hard disks. Unfortunately, this technique is
implemented within the disk controller, and dynamic speeds are often not available
to the operating system, which limits its applicability [SK06]. Furthermore, due to
physical and cost constraints, DRPM drives are not being commercialized in quan-
tity [GBG+10].
At the RAID level, it is possible to re-schedule I/O requests in order to take ad-
vantage of data redundancy spread along the disk array in a way that will maximize
disk standby times. Conventional power-saving techniques miss the overall picture
of redundant data, while EERAID [LW04] employs caching and RAID-awareness
to schedule requests to disk which are operating in high-power modes, giving the
remaining disks a better chance of remaining in low-power mode. For instance, in
a RAID 1 setting, the authors propose a novel power-aware read dispatch policy
in which N requests are dispatched to each disk alternatively. The goal is to al-
ternatively have one active disk taking in read requests, while the other disks can
stay in low power states. Every N requests, roles are swapped. In a RAID 5 set-
ting, EERAID is primarily focused on the destaging process, during which cached
update operations are flushed to disk. In this case, blocks that are to be written to
disks in a high-powered state are preferably destaged and evicted from cache. Blocks
whose disks remain in a low-power state are given preference to remain in the cache,
therefore prolonging the time disks are allowed to remain in a low-power state.
2.5.2 Power-aware caching and prefetching
Strategies which focus on storing data in faster, volatile memories can help increase
the energy efficiency of storage media as well. Most of these strategies can be clas-
sified into caching or prefetching. Caching is useful because it helps to reduce disk
utilization as a whole, while prefetching data into memory usually helps to increase
disk standby times. By generating an extended period of idle time and preventing
small time spans of inactivity, an implementation can more easily switch disks from
an idle state to standby, where it is spun down. Spinning down a disk requires the
idle period to be sufficiently large because spin-up and spin-down time can cause
significant latencies (in the order of a few seconds), and can even cause energy inef-
ficiencies as well, since accelerating disk plates takes significantly more power than
keeping them turned off or even spinning. Consequently, what all strategies have in
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storage [WYZ08]. The goal is to have the higher tiers, which contain all of the data,
in a power-saving mode for extended periods of time, and have a lower tier, which
is more energy efficient, serving the majority of data access requests. In addition,
systems which rely on parity-based redundancy are able to exploit this, recovering
data blocks from parity data stored in an active storage components. As a result,
accessing disks in a low-power mode is avoided, which would have resulted in a high
latency request and switching one or more disks to a higher power-consuming state.
Multi-tiered solutions which focus on caching and prefetching are based on hy-
brid HDD and SSD devices, using the latter as a non-volatile, faster, smaller capacity
caching storage media. The advantage of this particular design is that it allows the
caching and prefetching strategies to focus on increasing SSD usage and decreasing
HDD usage. This results in energy and performance benefits due to the fact that an
SSD drive is faster, has lower latencies, and is power-proportional, while increasing
HDD standby times. For example, Prada et al. [PGGC11] use the SSD as a block
cache, absorbing writes in a log-based manner, therefore avoiding erase operations,
which results in less invalid pages in blocks and less overhead. The prefetching mod-
ule is in charge of reading a number of data blocks using a single I/O operation. The
purpose is being able to satisfy a fair number of read requests without cache misses
during a relatively long period of time, during which the magnetic disk will be able
to remain idle or even in standby mode.
Most of the techniques described in this section are complementary. Caching
and prefetching solutions usually have no negative impact on performance. The only
trade-off is in cost, particularly SSD-based solutions, and implementation effort for
algorithmic-based solutions.
2.5.3 CPU-based optimizations and trade-offs
Several methods exist for trading lower storage space requirements and network traf-
fic for higher CPU usage through compression. This usually translates into a space
vs. time trade-off. One of those techniques is data de-duplication, which consists
of eliminating redundant data, replacing those chunks with pointers to the original
and only copy of the data [CAKLR11]. While compression strategies achieve lower
storage footprint and can improve storage systems by reducing I/O pressure and
network traffic, their implications on energy footprint are not trivial to determine
due to the fact that these strategies are creating a trade-off between I/O overhead
and CPU overhead. L. Costa et al. [CAKLR11] compare a procedure which will
scan a database with and without compression. Empirical results show that while
the compressed version offers greater throughput of data, the slower, uncompressed
version is more energy efficient. This is due to the fact that different system com-
ponents have quite different power consumption levels. A CPU-bound operation,
such as processing compressed data, will consume more energy than a disk-bound
operation.
In addition, the similarity ratio of data plays a big role. Compressing a file with
low similarity ratio will have a negative impact on energy efficiency because the
resulting file size will not compensate for the CPU overhead. For a certain similar-
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2.6.1 Power proportional large-scale storage systems
As explained before, power proportionality is a desired property that can be achieved
in different ways. The most obvious approach is to develop more energy efficient
hardware that will consume an amount of power that is proportional to its re-
source utilization. However, today’s hardware is still far from this goal [FWB07,
BCH13, BH07]. The combination of several non power-proportional systems can be
used to collectively produce a power-proportional system [TWM+08]. This is why
many researchers are aiming to achieve power proportionality in large-scale storage
systems through means such as power-aware algorithms and optimizations, some
of which consist of a high-level system-wide solution [TDN11, VKUR10, ACG+10,
KB10, KMA+11, NDR08, SKZ08, HSM+10]. The question of whether the notion of
power proportionality extends to the realm of storage systems has been addressed
by Guerra et al. [GBG+10] by studying resource utilization in enterprise-level stor-
age systems under production workloads. Their findings reveal that systems spend
approximately 20% of their time completely idle, and that the time spent on higher
utilization levels was found to be decreasing with the level of utilization. The storage
systems spent only about 2% of the time at a utilization level over 80%. This entails
that there is a strong opportunity for distributed storage systems to improve energy
consumption by becoming more power proportional. Most of the techniques which
address power-proportional large-scale systems take the approach of studying novel
data placement strategies. Power-proportional data placement, as argued next, is
the core of a power-proportional distributed storage system, and introduces many
additional challenges that are detailed and discussed in this section.
Traditionally, the goal in designing a data placement strategy was to improve
performance, availability, and resilience. For example, HDFS allows users to specify
a block replication factor, and ensures that replicas of data blocks are placed in
different nodes and racks. However, traditional data layout strategies often encumber
the task of achieving power-proportionality [LK10], mainly due to the fact that any
node could be participating in an I/O operation, which complicates the selection
process of which node or component to power down. In light of this, many researchers
have experimented with different data layout strategies and designs that meet the
needs of power proportionality. We begin by describing why, from our point of view,
the data placement strategy is the core of a power-proportional large-scale storage
system. A data placement strategy is strictly bound to power proportionality and a
power on/off strategy, as it will:
• allow to power down devices without affecting availability.
• enable the storage system to sustain an acceptable performance level.
• allow fine or coarse-grained activation of devices to meet the demand curve.
• handle storage device or node failures gracefully.
• the more fine-grained a storage system can gear up/down, as allowed by the
data placement. and power on/off strategy, the more power proportional it can
be.
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Sierra SRCMap Hadoop (energy invariant) Rabbit GreenHDFS
Replica management fixed variable fixed fixed fixed
Space overhead r − 1 r ∗ 0.25 r − 1 r − 1 r − 1
Write availability D D x D x
Reliability D D x x D
Data classification x D x x D
Heterogeneity x D x x x
Table 2.3: Comparative summary which shows how all the solutions which are investigated
and compared in this section differ in their design.
All the techniques described in this section share the common goal of making a
distributed, often large-scale storage system, power-proportional. It is also true for
all of them, that power-proportionality is achieved by reducing the number of active
nodes, while powering the rest off. Many challenges arise in doing so while accounting
for the features of traditional data placement strategies, such as high throughput,
availability, redundancy, and scalability. This leads to different design properties, and
Table 2.3 offers a comparative overview of all the techniques which are investigated
and compared in this section. Space overhead refers to the extra space required to
store all replicated data. Write availability indicates whether writes always succeed
during low power modes. Reliability indicates that the solution addresses disk power-
cycling. Data classification indicates that popular data is not replicated equally to
unpopular data. Heterogeneity indicates that the energy efficiency of the device is
being taken into account when a candidate is being chosen for power off. The re-
maining part of this section details the differences among techniques, as summarized
in Table 2.3, and goes into more depth to discuss even more aspects in which these
techniques take different approaches to address the challenges of achieving power
proportionality.
Replica management
Replica management is common to all techniques as well, because maintaining mul-
tiple copies distributed of data blocks is the only way to prevent data loss and
to help achieve availability. Most solutions offer a fixed but configurable repli-
cation factor r, which is typically r >= 3. For example, HDFS-based solutions
[KB10, LK10, ACG+10, SKRC10] have a default replication factor of 3, while in
Rabbit [ACG+10] it is set to 4. The advantage to this approach is that replica
management is relatively simple, the disadvantage being a large space overhead of
r − 1. There is not only a trade-off between replication factor and space overhead,
but with power consumption as well, since more capacity entails providing power
for more disks. SRCMap [VKUR10] proposes a more complicated and sophisticated
replica placement model which replicates only the working data set. The number of
replicas for each data set is variable according to the associated cost and benefit
(number of misses, average load, and the power efficiency of the storage device). In
this case, the space overhead is the amount of free space available in the storage
system, which is assumed to be about 25%.
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Power on/off strategy
The power on/off strategy consists of an algorithm which is responsible for selecting
an active data set in a certain time window. The active data set will usually reside
on a subset of nodes which will be powered on, while the rest of the systems might be
transitioned to a power-saving state or even powered off. In order to achieve power-
proportionality, the transition from/to a low power state needs to have a granularity
that is capable of meeting the I/O demand curve.
Gear leveling is a power on/off strategy which is inspired by how automobiles
conserve fuel by gear-shifting to upper gear levels [LBIC13]. Similarly, gear leveling
takes advantage of replicated data sets, establishing a minimum gear level where
at least one replica exists in a subset of disks or nodes, allowing the rest of the
system to be powered down. When shifting into an upper gear level, additional
resources are reclaimed and switched to an active state, making additional replicas
and aggregate bandwidth available to meet the demand curve. At the highest gear
level, all resources are powered up, offering the highest level of parallelism, aggregate
bandwidth, and performance, but also working at peak power. PARAID [LBIC13],
Rabbit [ACG+10], and Sierra [TDN11] make use of gear-leveling.
Similar to gear-leveling, SRCMap [VKUR10] replicates data sets to the free
space of different storage volumes, and establishes a minimum power setting for
which the availability of at least one replica is guaranteed. However, as described
earlier, SRCMap only replicates the working set, resulting in a much smaller space
overhead. A virtual to physical mapper takes care of tracking the location of repli-
cated data blocks and routing access to those which reside in active nodes.
GreenHDFS [KB10] analyzes data file requests in order to classify data into a Hot
Zone and a Cold Zone. The hot zone represents the working set, and is consolidated
into activated nodes, while the cold zone stores infrequently accessed data and can
be powered down. It is worth noting, however, that no mechanism allows for both
sets of data to adapt dynamically as data popularity changes, as the separation
being fixed from the start. This results in a much less flexible power on/off solution
than gear leveling.
This inflexibility is also present in the work presented by Leverich et al. [LK10],
in which they introduce a power-proportional HDFS. HDFS defines a set of rules, also
called invariants, that deal with data placement in order to ensure high availability
and performance. No single node can host two replicas of the same data-block,
and at least two replicas must be located in different racks. The authors of [LK10]
describe an additional invariant in order to provide an energy-aware storage system.
The notion of a Covering Subset is introduced as a power on/off strategy. The
Covering Subset represents the minimum amount of storage nodes required to satisfy
immediate availability of any data object contained in that subset, even if all other
nodes are powered off. While this results in substantial energy savings under small
workloads, this power on/off strategy is the equivalent of a gear-leveled solution
with just two gears, meaning there are no fine-grained increments of power and
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Solution Gear up/down granularity
Rabbit fine-grained (node by node),
coarse grained (number of gears)
SRCMap fine-grained (node by node)
Sierra coarse-grained (number of replicas)
PARAID coarse-grained (number of disks - 1)
GreenHDFS low (2 gears)
HDFS (Energy invariant) low (2 gears)
Table 2.4: Comparison of the granularity of each power on/off strategy.
performance levels. One could therefore argue that solutions such as GreenHDFS and
the Covering Subset are less power-proportional than other gear-leveled solutions
[ACG+10, LBIC13, TDN11], or the approach taken by SRCMap [VKUR10]. Table
2.4 offers a comparison of the granularity employed by each technique for turning
devices on and off.
Power-proportional granularity vs. fault tolerance
Power-proportional granularity vs. fault tolerance is a matter which is investigated
in Rabbit [ACG+10]. The trade-off for a fine-grained activation of resources (usually
powering on node by node) is reduced fault tolerance. In the event of a node or de-
vice failure, data will become unavailable. While durability will still be met, because
a number of replicas exist, data availability can only be guaranteed if a small redun-
dancy in active nodes is offered. However, this is incompatible with an ideal power
proportionality, in which only the strictly necessary resources are active. Therefore,
there is a trade-off between fault tolerance and ideal power proportionality which is
yet to be resolved. In light of this trade-off, many solutions opt for a coarse-grained
gear-leveled approach, where the ideal power proportionality is sacrificed in order
to ensure data availability in the event of hardware failures.
Write availability
Write availability can become an issue for power-proportional storage systems due
to the fact that writes intended for those nodes that are powered down will result
in a write miss. All solutions which address this issue make use of Write off-loading.
D. Narayanan and A. Donnelly [NDR08] originally proposed this technique when
observing that the storage layer is dominated by write requests due to the effect of
memory caches that are able to absorb the majority of read requests. For write op-
erations to succeed, and in order to maintain an appropriate write I/O bandwidth,
most nodes would need to remain powered on, therefore preventing power saving
techniques from being successful. Write off-loading addresses this problem by tem-
porarily redirecting (i.e. off-loading) writes to different storage volumes. The benefit
of using write off-loading is twofold. First, it allows writes destined for de-activated
storage systems to succeed. And second, it removes potential write bottlenecks by
being able to off-load writes to any active server. In addition, disk spin-up penalties
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for write requests are masked out due to the nature of the off-loading solution. The
distributed log to which writes are committed allows writes destined to oﬄine nodes
to succeed, allowing those nodes to remain powered down. Off-loaded data blocks
can be lazily reclaimed when the nodes are brought back online, or synced in the
background during low activity periods. Sierra [TDN11], SRCMap [VKUR10], and
Rabbit [ACG+10] resort to write-oﬄoading for solving this problem. Other power-
proportional data placement strategies which do not employ write off-loading but
address data availability and write bottlenecks suggest on-demand power up of nodes
[LK10]. In our opinion this is an inferior solution due to the expected latencies, which
puts into question whether this solution addresses availability at all. Furthermore,
no alternative solution for mitigating the major power spike that would result from
a single node failure has been proposed so far.
Reliability
Reliability is another issue pertaining to hard disk drives. Spinning up disks too
often could adversely affect their reliability [PWB07, AS12, JS08]. This is an impor-
tant design aspect because hard disk usually have an expected maximum number
of start and stop cycles. Coarse-grained power cycling strategies help reduce the
number of daily spin-ups, which ensures disks reach the expected lifetime. Because
all techniques ultimately end up powering disk drives on and off, this is a problem
which needs to be addressed by all solutions. This is explicitly addressed by Sierra
[TDN11], SRCMap [VKUR10], and GreenHDFS [KB10], all of which ensure that
the power up/down intervals are long enough.
Data classification
Data classification is a process of categorization which can be used to differentiate
data. In Table 2.3, it indicates whether data are being handled equally. A power-
proportional storage system can use data classification to its advantage by employ-
ing popularity-based replication, as SRCMap does [VKUR10]. This has the bene-
fit of reducing replication space overhead, reducing system capacity requirements
and avoiding unnecessary work and power consumption when replicating data sets.
However, data classification entails additional system complexity and possible data
processing overheads, which have not been detailed in depth by any of these works.
GreenHDFS [KB10] relies heavily on simple data access metrics for classifying the
data cluster into hot zone and cold zone, helping achieve consolidation and yielding
great power savings.
Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity is another property which can be taken advantage of, as different
hardware often offers different energy efficiency and power proportionality. Because
the whole point of a power proportional storage system is being able to have only
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Problem Solution
Fine-grained proportionality Gear leveling,
Virtual disk mapping (SRCMap)
Avoiding bottlenecks in the event of replica failure Data placement that allows
reasonable rebuild parallelism
Hard disk reliability Avoid spin-ups through coarse-grained
consolidation intervals,
Write off-loading,
Caching
Write availability Write off-loading
Storage space replica overhead Less replicas of data not belonging
to working set
Fault tolerance and power proportionality Power up in incremental groups
e.g. Gear leveling
Table 2.5: Solutions which have been proposed to common problems are highlighted in this
table.
a subset of machines working, leaving inefficient hardware powered off is preferable.
In spite of this, almost no technique employs this strategy, with the exception of
SRCMap [VKUR10]. However, for this strategy to be effective one would need to
manually input energy efficiency and power proportionality parameters for each
range of components, as hardware devices do not offer a way for software to query
these data.
Overview of power-proportional data placement problems and solutions
Finally, an overview of problems and their corresponding solutions is offered in Ta-
ble 2.5, which summarizes all the issues and proposals which have been detailed in
this section. Similarly, Table 2.6 provides an interesting map, which relates which
techniques and optimizations are better suited for different types of workloads as
far as power proportionality is concerned. This table includes techniques described
in other sections, which are complementary to the ones described in this section.
Techniques such as write off-loading or opportunistic spin-down can incur delays
(for example, due to disk spin-up times), which means that they are not suitable
for workloads which have short default timeouts and are sensitive to peak response
times. Solutions that employ techniques such as consolidation or migration might
not be suitable for workloads which are unstable (i.e. they can vary unexpectedly)
due to their coarse-grained operation. Workloads that require good storage perfor-
mance might not fare well with techniques such as adaptive disk speeds and data
de-duplication, which can produce overheads which lengthen response times.
2.6.2 Energy-efficient file systems
File systems are used for organizing data in data storage devices. Distributed file
systems are widely employed in large scale computing systems. In the context of high
performance computing, parallel file systems are widely used. While all of them have
been designed in order to maximize performance, few of them have been designed in
order to target the problem of energy efficiency. Some relevant examples are revised
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Sensitivity to Avg.
Resp. Time
Sensitivity to Peak
Resp. Time
Stability of
Workload
Techniques
C T S W A D
Yes
Yes NoYes x x
No No x xYes x x x x
No No No x x x xYes x x x x x x
Table 2.6: Techniques: C: Consolidation, T: Tiering/Migration, S: Opportunistic Spin-
down/MAID, W: Write Off-loading, A: Adaptive Disk Speeds, D: De-duplication. Data
obtained from [GBG+10].
next.
While energy efficiency is not the primary goal, GreenFS [JS08] is able to save up
to a 60% of the peak power related to storage. In order to accomplish this, disks have
to remain powered down in standby mode as much as possible. GreenFS reads and
writes are preferably served over the network, at the GreenFS server. This is due to
the fact that network transfers under a hundred megabytes are more power efficient
than disk transfers. Small network transfers being the majority of I/O operations,
GreenFS achieves disk power savings for the clients. However, the system relies on
a remote parallel file system storage, from which all clients pull data from, and
whose power consumption is not described in detail. Clients improve performance
and improve storage energy efficiency by reading and writing to and from local flash
storage. The flash layer acts as a local cache and is the preferred layer to read and
write from due to its high energy efficiency and power proportionality. The disk is
spun-up only periodically several times a day in order to synchronize changes and
maintain local persistency, and remains in standby the rest of the time. The hard
disk is only used in the event of network failure or when network performance is not
sufficient. The roles of the backup server and local storage are inverted in GreenFS,
the local disk is mostly used for data recovery scenarios, while the remote server
is used whenever local cached data in the flash layer is missing. GreenFS achieves
overall storage power savings of 60% [JS08].
Blue File System’s (BlueFS) goal is to provide ubiquitous access to shared and
personal data [NF04]. This is similar to other distributed file systems such as Coda
[SKK+90] with a number of differences. Another goal of BlueFS is to be power
efficient. The system optimizes data access performance when possible by making
use of meta-information about its configured storage devices in order to maximize
both performance and power savings. The logic of how to gather requested data and
where to retrieve it from is performed by a user-space process called Wolverine. For
deciding which device to access, both performance and power are taken into account.
A weighted sum of access time estimation and energy cost is taken, resulting in a
read from the device which offers the best performance and lowest energy cost,
according to the weighted cost function. In order to determine the energy usage of a
particular operation, BlueFS resorts to an oﬄine device characterization strategy
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which provides estimates for each device operation. While less precise than on-
line power measurement strategies, power estimation is far more simple and only
requires each device to be characterized once, if ever, due to device specifications
usually being of great help in providing good enough estimates for selecting the right
device.
Lastly, Ge [Ge10] evaluates the energy efficiency of network and parallel file
systems. They observe that application I/O access characteristics and data layout
are very influential factors for the energy efficiency of a file system. In light of this
finding, one can exploit knowledge of application I/O characteristics in order to
specify the data distribution and layout strategy of storage devices.
2.6.3 Energy efficient data archival
As the world’s data grows exponentially [GR11], there is an inevitable need for
long-term data archival. For businesses, data preservation is often mandated by law,
and cloud services which store user media file such as pictures must keep up with a
growing need for efficient and reliable long-term storage. While traditional backups
archives were designed for write-once, read-rarely, newer archival solutions need to
address write-once, read-maybe workloads [SGMV08]. Tape provides poor random-
access performance, which is why modern solutions resort to using hard disk drives.
Due to the fact that a large number of hard disk will consume a great deal of
energy [LGLZ12], solutions exist which arrange data in such a way that infrequently
used data reside in disks which are powered off, while hot data will reside in a
small subset of drives. The active data set can either consist of cached data, such
as in MAID [CG02], or migrated data, such as in PDC [PB14]. Caching has the
benefit of not requiring data migration, which can degrade energy savings for long
migration intervals, but determining the appropriate number of caching disks is more
difficult. Hibernator [ZCT+05] leverages multi-speed drives and focuses on meeting
performance goals by determining optimal disk speeds and even spinning disks up
when necessary. In contrast, Pergamum [SGMV08] focuses much more on energy
efficiency and reliability, and less on performance. Their approach for improving
energy efficiency is to add flash-based NVRAM storage to every node for persistent,
low-latency metadata storage. In addition, they rely heavily on low-power CPUs,
which manage data redundancy and integrity checking in a distributed fashion.
That way, storage controllers and power-hungry high-class CPUs are dispensed with.
Power savings for these techniques are as high as 85% when compared to traditional
RAID storage clusters [CG02]. Consequently, these techniques might not be good
enough for workloads which expect a high number of Input/Output operations per
second (IOPS), due to the increased delay incurred by disk activation, which is why
they are mainly used for data archival. In the context of most energy-efficient data
archival techniques, performance, while important, is secondary to energy efficiency.
However, each solution is fine tuned for a different performance-efficiency trade-off.
Table 2.7 offers a summarizing overview of the main approach to achieve energy
efficiency used by the data archival solutions discussed in this section.
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ning in a guest and a back-end serving front-end requests and running the device
drivers natively. Paravirtualized drivers can be used for solutions A1, A2, B1, and
B2, in order to reduce device emulation overhead in the guest. Block-level virtual-
ization solutions are detailed next.
(A1) Logical disk in the guest domain is mapped to a physical disk
This is usually a very efficient configuration for achieving near native performance,
as the hypervisor assigns a device to a single virtual machine. Consequently, I/O can
be directly mapped to the guest’s memory. However, this solution does not allow
sharing a partition, complicates efficient data sharing between guest domains, and
has the drawback of physical devices being more difficult to scale than logical devices.
(A2) A logical disk in the guest domain is mapped to a file on the host
file system
This solution has the benefit of being able to easily manage snapshots, as the vir-
tual file system is just a file residing on the host file system, decoupling logical disks
from physical resources. However, it is not feasible to share the file system across
different domains other than read-only. Inefficiencies are present due to the fact that
data blocks are written through the host file system. A file system performs a lot
of redundant operations, while the application only needs block-level access. Addi-
tional memory copies, translating paths to inodes, block allocation, file metadata,
and reading/writing inodes are considered unnecessary overhead. The device drivers
are duplicated as well.
(A3) Paravirtualized device drivers
Paravirtualized device drivers remove the need for duplicated device drivers. Device
drivers in the guest domain are replaced by a shim layer (a device driver front-end)
which communicates with the host (running a device driver back-end), runs the
device drivers natively, and multiplexes access of all paravirtualized guest domains.
However, these improvements do not help domains share data efficiently or control
the data path past their domain, once it reaches the host domain. Paravirtualized
drivers can be used for solutions A1, A2, B1, and B2, even when the target device
is not a physical disk, in order to reduce device emulation overhead in the guest.
Paravirtualized device drivers are available for most virtualization solutions, such as
KVM virtio drivers[Rus08], Xen PV split drivers [BDF+03], and VMWare’s guest
tools. Parallax [MAC+08] is a related block-level virtualization solution that provides
sharing of virtual disk images (VDI). In Parallax, a device driver backend can be
a remote host. Parallax does not support write-sharing of VDIs. In turn, it offers
efficient operations for fine-grained frequent snapshotting of VDIs.
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channel. The inter-domain communicator is in most cases implemented with shared
memory. However, conventional shared memory mechanisms may not be used due to
the fact that virtual machines are designed to be isolated from each other. Therefore,
host and hypervisor setup machine frames which are shared between two virtual
machines. While initially this was achieved by the use of a technique called page-
flipping, in which the page ownership is transferred from one domain to another,
this mechanism was found to incur a high overhead [MST+05]. Instead, pages are
shared in a way that two domains can access the same memory frame directly. The
same memory frame is then accessed through different page numbers in each of the
virtual machine’s virtual address space. In Xen, this is achieved by using grant tables
[SKKJ07]. This shared memory is then used to implement circular ring buffers in
order to support high-throughput VM to VM communication with low latency and
overhead, which is ideal for paravirtualized drivers.
This mechanism has also been used in order to implement solutions that pro-
vide inter-domain communication with lower overhead [LJSL09, HJL+08, DPNJ09,
KKJ+08, HKGP07, ZMRG07]. For instance, XenSocket [ZMRG07] is a solution
which uses shared memory ring buffers to provide a socket implementation which
is binary compatible with existing applications and outperforms TCP/IP sockets.
XWAY [KKJ+08] presents a very similar approach. While both solutions reduce
performance overhead, two memory copies are at least required to transfer data
from one domain to another: One data copy operation to the ring buffer (sender
write), and another from the ring buffer to the target domain (recipient read). The
approach described by Youseff et al. [YZW08] is different from the previously de-
scribed approaches because the shared memory buffers are exposed to user-space
applications, instead of hiding them behind a POSIX interface. Hence, this solution
sacrifices isolation and protection to gain performance. The proposed method also
incurs less hypervisor calls, which has the benefit of simplifying the API and im-
proving performance by reducing copy operations from and to the shared memory
buffers. However, the lack of POSIX compatibility breaks Application Binary In-
terface (ABI) and Application Programming Interface (API) compatibility, and the
interface does not take the opportunity to introduce new data sharing semantics.
In this thesis, we also propose a novel memory sharing mechanism that allows
data to be shared by more than two domains at a time. A shared memory address
space is created where data can be zero-copied and accessed by any number of
domains using novel abstractions and semantics.

Chapter 3
Analysis and modeling of energy
consumption in the I/O stack
Energy efficiency in the context of computing has recently become a hot topic for
academia and industry. Systems ranging from portable devices to large-scale dis-
tributed systems, are all constrained to operate within a tight energy budget. In the
case of large-scale computing systems, the International Exascale Software Project
has studied the challenges that need to be addressed for reaching exascale [D+11].
One of the main barriers is the non-computational aspect of energy, which is mostly
related to data movement, not computation. It is also known as the energy barrier.
Because today’s facilities operate on a 20MW power budget and it would be difficult
to provide greater power supply, that fact has been set as a design target [KBB+08].
Consequently, systems need to reach an energy efficiency of 50GFlop/Watt. As
of 2015, the most energy efficient supercomputer is still off by a factor of over 7
[Gre15b, Hem10].
While many aspects need to be improved in the context of energy efficiency,
including low-power electronics, memory, CPU, applications, cooling, and the data
center itself, data movement was found to be one of the biggest energy-related chal-
lenges. In addition, storage systems are expected to play an increasingly important
role because the world’s digital data grows exponentially, doubling every year, as
revealed by a recent study conducted by the IDC [GR11]. This results in a spe-
cial interest in optimizing storage systems in data centers, and motivates the need
for more research aimed at improving the energy efficiency of storage technologies.
In spite of this, there is no sufficient research that studies the energetic impact of
Input/Output (I/O) of data across the I/O stack.
While our long-term goal is to analyze the power consumption related to data
movement in large distributed systems, we argue that it is first necessary to un-
derstand how energy is consumed within a single node. Motivated by this fact, this
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chapter focuses on analyzing power consumption across the entire storage data path.
In this chapter, we explore how energy is consumed in the storage data path by ver-
tically analyzing power consumption across the whole I/O stack, and not just the
plugged storage devices. Numerous other works have already studied energy con-
sumption of system components such as storage devices, DRAM, and CPUs, and
power consumption models for HPC applications have been presented in the past
[OAL14]. Our work focuses on exploring, analyzing, and modeling the power con-
sumption of the storage data path in a single node across all system components
when performing I/O in order to study the energetic impact of data movement in
a detailed manner. We demonstrate how we are able to apply data exploration and
analysis techniques in order to identify distinct power regimes during I/O operations.
We use this knowledge to build models that accurately predicts energy consump-
tion for different I/O operations and access patterns. This work also discusses the
methodologies that have been followed in order to build the models, detailing the
physical instrumentation that produces fine-grained power measurements that are
used for analysis, as well as the software instrumentation that captures performance
data metrics in a non-intrusive manner. Our hardware instrumentation is capable
of reading power consumption derived from the whole motherboard, including main
system components such as memory, CPU, and hard disks.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 offers a global
overview of the work provided in this chapter. Section 3.2 details how power and
performance data were gathered, and gives insights into the data collection method-
ology that was followed. Section 3.3 focuses on analyzing how power is used by
processes and the operating system under different I/O patterns. Section 3.4 de-
tails a methodology for automatically extracting out of all gathered data the most
relevant metrics for I/O and data movement, showing correlations between system
metrics and power usage. Section 3.5 presents a power model based on these ob-
servations, which accurately predicts the power used when doing I/O operations.
Section 3.6 evaluates the proposed model using different storage devices and I/O ac-
cess patterns. Finally, Section 3.8 summarizes our contributions and presents future
work.
3.1 Overview
This section gives a global overview of the goals, scope, and methodologies provided
in this work. Our main motivation is that energy consumption in the software I/O
stack is not well understood. This is in part due to the vast amount of variables
that affect energy consumption. Modeling I/O power consumption is difficult due
to the many inputs or control knobs that play a role. Anything from the I/O access
pattern, operating system’s internal algorithms, to the underlying hardware impacts
the resulting power consumption. Therefore, we start by analyzing the data gath-
ered from simple micro benchmarks in order to characterize, understand, and model
energy consumption. We approach this problem with the following methodology.
First: Data are collected by running a series of micro benchmarks on the instru-
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mented system. The data are checked for coherency and consistency; if neces-
sary, this step is repeated to obtain corrected and coherent data. This corre-
sponds to Section 3.2.
Second: We perform an exploratory data analysis to explore and understand power
consumption across all system components when performing various I/O access
patterns. We identify distinct power and performance regimes, and provide a
detailed explanation for the existence and transition between these regimes.
This corresponds to Section 3.3.
Third: We propose a methodology for automatically extracting relevant informa-
tion from all collected data, and apply this methodology to identify the most
relevant system metrics out of all collected data for each access pattern. The
goal of this process is to test the understanding of our previous analysis, and
expand it with actual data. This corresponds to Section 3.4.
Fourth: The knowledge extracted from the previous steps are used to build I/O
power models. We start by developing simple analytical models that can be
combined for mixed workload applications. For writes, a simple approach is
often inaccurate due to the complicated nature of how data is moved across
the I/O hierarchy, so we provide a second, more sophisticated model. This
corresponds to Section 3.5.
Fifth: Our models are evaluated for its accuracy and prediction capabilities using
various micro benchmarks, and we provide a detailed evaluation that compares
the effectiveness of the two proposed write models. We also show how the
energy consumption of applications making use of mixed I/O patterns can
still be predicted using a combination of our models. This corresponds to
Section 3.6.
Sixth: Because multi-threaded I/O workloads show very different behavior than
single-threaded I/O workloads, we take a different approach for modeling these
applications. We demonstrate and evaluate how the energy consumption of
several multi-threaded FileBench macro-benchmarks can be predicted using
our proposed model. This corresponds to Section 3.7.
3.2 Instrumentation and data collection
This section details the process of gathering power usage and performance data, the
experiments that were run while obtaining these data, and how the different data is
explored analytically. The system under test (SUT) is instrumented in two different
ways in order to gather necessary data: 1) hardware instrumentation, to collect power
usage data passively, and 2) software instrumentation, to collect various performance
data with low overhead.
3.2.1 Hardware instrumentation
We collect power usage data from two hardware instruments. First, a power measure-
ment board is placed between the power supply unit (PSU) and the motherboard.
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X5560 (a total of 8 physical cores) clocked at 2.80GHz, 12GB of DRAM memory,
and a Seagate Barracuda 500GB SATA II HDD. This system not only has a different
micro architecture, but also a different power meter and power measurement frame-
work. The power meter, named ArduPower [DHKF15] is an Arduino-based low-cost
internal wattmeter similar to our own setup that functions as both power mea-
surement board and data acquisition device. It offers fine-grained (480 to 5,880Hz)
power measurement by leveraging Allegro ACS713 hall-effect sensors, and providing
16 channels to monitor power usage of system components. To obtain power usage
data from this power meter, we leverage the PMLib framework, a well-established
package for investigating power usage in HPC applications [BBC+13].
3.2.3 Software instrumentation
Software instrumentation consists in gathering performance data and hardware state
information provided by the operating system in a non-intrusive manner. In this
study, we collected time series of data from a variety of operating system interfaces,
which we call system metrics. Data stemming from procfs, sysfs, and cpufreq drivers
are read periodically. These interfaces in the Linux kernel are exposed to user space
in the form of read-only files. These files contain by convention ASCII encoded
structured data that are updated by the operating system every 100ms. These data
include detailed CPU usage information such as c-state (CPU sleep states according
to ACPI standard) and p-state (CPU performance states in ACPI standard) usage
time [JS03], virtual memory information (size of cached data, dirty buffers, free
memory, write back buffers), time spent in user processes and system time, page
faults, number of context switches, number of processes running, and number of
interrupts. Collecting this information results in a time series, which details system
state and performance over time. The overhead of gathering data at 10Hz was about
1%. This overhead is calculated experimentally.
In addition, we gather data using the Linux perf framework, sampling data at
5Hz. We determined empirically that for our experiments, 5Hz provided a good
balance between time resolution and the number of performance counters to be
collected. This is because the perf framework will only report counter values that
have reached a certain threshold. Perf values provide complementary information to
the data gathered from procfs and sysfs: hardware performance counters (such as
instructions, cache references, cache misses, cycles, branches, etc) in addition to soft
performance counters providing information from several kernel subsystems, such as
the CPU scheduler, the block layer, and interrupts.
3.2.4 Data collection, exploration, and cleaning
Experimentation starts with running micro benchmarks in order to stress specific
components of the system. The goal is to determine which power lines draw more
current when using CPU, DRAM, and disks over SATA. Being able to associate cer-
tain power lines with a specific component is very useful during an exploratory data
analysis. This helps better understand the per-component power usage when explor-
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ing power usage plots, yielding a better comprehension of power usage across the
I/O stack. These micro benchmarks are followed by storage I/O micro benchmarks
which stress the I/O storage layer using different workloads. These are detailed in
Section 3.3.
A text file with structured information is kept which contains information about
each experiment. For each experiment, data file paths for power and performance
data are referenced alongside metadata such as running time, I/O pattern, data size
involved in the I/O workload, average read/write throughput, name of the bench-
mark and test being run, command line parameters, etc. This document is then
read by R scripts, where experiment data and metadata can be loaded together in
a structured way before being processed.
Due to the fact that data are being gathered from several sources, relating these
data may first require synchronizing the time series. Synchronizing the time series
consists in making sure that the data are aligned in time, and putting everything into
the same time scale. Time synchronization is addressed in two ways. First, our system
metric gathering framework orchestrates data collection from different sources within
the system. Since all data are collected using the same clock, the framework can
ensure that the data are synchronized. Second, two machines gathering data are
synchronized over Network Time Protocol (NTP), ensuring that their clocks do not
drift.
When relating data of different time scales, there are two approaches. The first
consists in reducing the longer time series by taking averages to match the time scale
of the shorter time series. The second consists in interpolating the data of the shorter
time series to match the scale of the longer time series. For our intents and purposes,
we found both approaches equivalent. Under both approaches, the computation that
relates time series of different time scales offered equivalent results.
After the data are gathered, effort is put into a process called data cleaning.
Data cleaning is necessary before performing data analysis in order to detect missing
or incorrect information. These inconsistencies are handled either by repeating the
experiments to obtain all the necessary data correctly, or by taking missing data
into account during analysis. In our case, only the former was necessary. Careful
data cleaning revealed software instrumentation bugs in several occasions, which
we were able to detect by checking the data for coherency and consistency. These
were detected, for instance, by cross-checking distinct but related data provided by
the operating system, such as CPU usage with p-state and c-state information. The
exploratory analysis of the data may also reveal “impossible” values (such as negative
values where those do not make sense, or values that report disk write speeds above
the hardware’s rated performance). Usually, as this process involves a bit of data
exploration, the need for additional performance metrics in order to complement or
cross-validate the data will become apparent. This results in an iterative process
consisting of the following steps: 1. Developing software instrumentation 2. Running
experiments to gather new data 3. Exploring and checking data for consistency.
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Figure3.2:Photoofourpowermeasurementsetup.
3.3 DataExplorationandAnalysis
Throughexploratorydataanalysisweacquireknowledgeabouthowthedataare
managedbytheoperatingsystemandhowthisaﬀectspowerusageandperformance.
Moreprecisely,ourgoalistoexplorethedatatounderstandhowtheelectrical
powerisconsumedinacomputingsystemtoperformI/Ooperations.Thisprocess
shouldhelpusunderstandthebehaviorofpowerconsumptionwithinI/Ooperations,
andhowpowerconsumptionvariesacrossdiﬀerentI/Oaccesspatterns.Inorderto
measuredatamovement,werunsimpleI/Omicrobenchmarkswhilecolectingdata
asdetailedinsection3.2.Tocarryoutthesebenchmarks,weleveragefio[Axb],
whichisacommonlyusedmicrobenchmarkingtooldevelopedbytheleaddeveloper
andmaintaineroftheLinuxblockI/Osubsystem.
InordertostresstheI/Ostoragelayerindiﬀerentmanners,werunthefolowing
microbenchmarks:1)readaﬁlesequentialyusingdiﬀerentﬁlesizes.2)writeaﬁle
sequentialyusingdiﬀerentﬁlesizes.3)readaﬁlerandomlyusingdiﬀerentﬁlesizes,
and4)writeaﬁlerandomlyusingdiﬀerentﬁlesizes.Foreachexperiment,wealso
varytheamountofdataalreadypresentinthepagecachefrom0%to100%. When
performingI/O,wealwaysusethePOSIXinterface.Filesizesrangefrommegabytes
totensofgigabytes,andthesizeofI/Ooperationsvariedfrom4KBtohundredsof
megabytes.However,wefoundthatvaryingthesizeofI/Ooperationsdidnothave
ameasurableimpactonpowerusage.Thisisexpected,astheoperatingsystemwil
splitandmergeblockI/Orequestsbeforetheyreachthedevicedriver.
Initialy,wecompareandexplorethepowerusageofdiﬀerentsystemcompo-
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nentssuchasdisks,CPU,andDRAM.Examinationrevealsthatdiskpoweris
onlydependentonthetypeofI/Oworkloadbeingrun,andisindependentofthe
powerusageofothercomponents. WhencomparingHDDstoSSDs,wewereableto
detectthesamepowerregimes,withtheunsurprisingobservationthattheSSDper-
formedbetterandconsumedlesspower. WealsoobservethatDRAMpowerusage
isstronglycorrelatedwithCPUpowerusage. WefoundthatCPUplotsaregreat
forexplorationbecausepowerusagewilvarygreatlyinaveryshorttimeframe,
producingﬁne-graineddetailsinplots,whereasDRAMplotsaresimilar,butmuch
noisier.Thisisnotsurprising,consideringthatCPUsareknowntobethemost
powerproportionalhardwarecomponent.
InitialexplorationofdetailedCPUdatasuggeststhatforeachI/Opattern
(correspondingtotheaforementionedmicrobenchmarks),thesystemisdriveninto
adiﬀerentpowerandperformanceregime.DuetothediﬀerentI/Opathstakenby
readandwriteI/Os,weexamineandanalyzethemseparately.
3.3.1 Readworkloads
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Explorationofaverypower-proportionalcomponentsuchastheCPUenablesusto
distinguishevenshort-livedpowerandperformanceregimes,suchastheCPUplot
showninFigure3.3,whereweperformstridedreadsfromdiskandmemory,alter-
natively.Thetransitionbetweenpowerandperformanceregimes(correspondingto
diskandmainmemoryaccess)areclearlyvisible.Thisexperimentcanbereplicated
byperformingasequentialreadofa4GBﬁle,where128MBevery128MBwerepage
cachehitsanddatawerenotmovedfromdisk.Thisresultsinstridedaccesstoboth
diskandmemoryin128MBblocks.
Figure3.3:CPUpowerduringreadofa4GBﬁle.Readaccesspaternof128MBblocks
anda256MBstrideaccessesmemoryanddisk,alternatively.
Hence,weobservetwodiﬀerentpowerandperformanceregimesforeachcom-
ponent:whentakingtheI/Opathtomainmemoryinordertoreachdataresiding
inthepagecache,andwhenreachingdatastoredindisk.Varyingtheamountof
datapresentinthepagecachechangestheamountoftimespentineachregime
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proportionately.
3.3.2  Write workloads
Power plots exploration reveals that for write I/O patterns, the system switches
between distinct power regimes over time. Write I/O operations exhibit interesting
irregular patterns due to the way the operating system manages data while it moves
across the I/O stack. Figure 3.4 depicts power regimes for a sequential 4GB ﬁle
write. This is an important diﬀerence from read workloads, which are more easily
categorized into distinct regimes, and wil remain on the same regime unless the data
is using a diﬀerent I/O path (such as the previous example with the strided disk
and memory read). Instead, writes drive the system to transition between multiple
power and performance regimes, even when there is no cached data in main memory.
Due to this diﬀerence in the way data is transferred through the memory hierarchy
by the operating system, we ﬁnd that write operations are more diﬃcult to analyze
and model.
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Figure 3.4:Power regimes during a sequential write of a 4 GiB ﬁle.
We identify diﬀerent power and performance regimes that correspond to tem-
poral regions in these write I/O operations. Even for simple write I/O operations,
power consumption can vary signiﬁcantly over time. This is due to the fact that
the system transitions between diﬀerent power and performance regimes while data
moves from main memory and is written to disk. These regimes show that a simple
straw-man approach to modeling writes using average power and write duration as
input would not be suﬃcient, especialy for short write operations. A comparison
of a simple straw-man approach with a more sophisticated model we propose is de-
tailed in Section 3.6. This also motivates the need to have a way for estimating the
power consumption of I/O operations.
In order to provide more context into the process of transitioning between
regimes during write I/O operations, we detail the operating system’s algorithms
that govern how data is moved in the folowing section. We hypothesize that for
write workloads, dirty memory management is a key aspect to power consumption,
and wil conﬁrm this hypothesis in the analysis and evaluation later on.
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Writesanddirty memory management
Theoperatingsystem’sgoalistomaximizewriteperformanceandyetlimitthe
totalamountofdirtymemory.Therefore,theoperatingsystem’salgorithmswil
throttlewriteoperationsaccordingtothestateofdirtymemory,diskbandwidth,
anddirtiedpagespersecond[Wu14].Thesedirtymemorythrottlingmechanismsare
directlyrelatedtothepowerandperformanceregimesdescribedinSection3.3.2,
andaredetailednext.Thethrottlingalgorithmusestwothresholdsfortheamount
ofdirtymemory(freerunandlimit
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),resultinginthreedistinctregions,asdepicted
inFigure3.5.Eachregionexhibitsdiﬀerentbehaviorforsystemwriteoperations.
Figure3.5:AnalyticalrepresentationoftheLinuxdirtymemoryratelimitingandwrite
throtlingfunction. Whenamemorypercentagelessthanfreerunisdirty,nothrotling
occurs.Betweenfreerunandlimit,writesarethrotledwiththegoalofmatchingthedisk
writebandwidth.Afterlimitisreached,writesareblocked.
Theseregionsaredeﬁnedasafunctionoftwooperatingsystemvariables,
dirty_background_ratioanddirty_background.inFigure3.5,limitequalsdirty_background,
freerunisdeﬁnedinEquation3.1,andgoalisdeﬁnedinEquation3.2.
freerun=dirty_background_ratio+dirty_background2 (3.1)
goal=freerun+limit2 (3.2)
WhileintheleftregionofFigure3.5,aprocesswilbeabletodirtymemory,
unthrottled,untilthethresholdfreerunisreached. Wheneverthetotalamountof
dirtymemoryisabovethedirty_background_ratiothreshold,theoperatingsystem
wilstarttowritebackdirtydatainthebackground.
ThemiddleregionofFigure3.5throttleswritesaccordingtoacubicpolynomial,
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shown in Equation 3.3.
f(dirty) = 1 + ( goal − dirty
limit− goal + 1)
3 (3.3)
This function has the goal of throttling writes more heavily when more mem-
ory is being dirtied, and less heavily when less memory is being dirtied, while
trying to settle in between at the goal, which matches the disk write-out band-
width. dirty_background equals limit and controls when writes are hard throttled
and blocked (right region of Figure 3.5).
Finally, when in the third region, the amount of dirty memory is above limit, and
all processes block when issuing write operations until a lower threshold is reached
by the background write back kernel processes.
Discussion of write I/O power and performance regimes
The operating system’s throttling mechanism results in different power consumption
and performance regimes within write operations. This explains the power regimes
that are visible during a 4GB file write in Figure 3.4, as shown during our analysis.
We identify 3 distinct power regimes (other than idle). The regime with the highest
power usage is colored in red. During this time, data is being buffered in main
memory. As we have pointed out, there is a strong correlation between an increase
of dirty buffer size in the page cache, and power spikes when data is being written to
the page cache. We will detail this observation that was made during data exploration
with data in Section 3.4. In the second regime, colored in yellow, we observe two
different power states that look like two parallel bands. During this period, the
operating system is performing I/O in the same manner as in the second regime. In
addition, it keeps adding data to the page cache, as in the first regime, albeit at a
slower pace, which explains a higher power usage than for the synchronous I/O of
the second regime. In the third regime, colored in blue, no data are written to main
memory. At this point, the process blocks until sufficient dirty data has been flushed
to disk, while the operating system performs I/O in the background.
3.4 System metrics analysis and selection methodology
In this section, we propose a methodology for analyzing I/O operations and automat-
ically obtain the most relevant system metrics for power consumption automatically.
The goal is to validate our understanding of the previous analysis, and expand it
based on actual data. System runtime data gathered through software instrumen-
tation amount to 120 system metrics. Every system metric represents one aspect of
the system as a discrete time series for the duration of each experiment.
Using the data collected as a time series, we design a methodology in order to
detect metrics that are highly correlated with power consumption, following a similar
approach as in [DKCC15]. Identifying these metrics is important for developing new
power usage models that are more sophisticated than the aforementioned straw-man
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approach.ThismethodologyleveragesthePearson’scorrelationandconsistsofthe
folowingsteps:
1.- Foreachcolectedsystemmetric,wecalculateitscorrelationwithpowercon-
sumption.
2.- Foreachcolectedsystemmetric,wecomputethederivativew.r.t.timeand
calculateitscorrelationwithpowerconsumption.
3.- Everycorrelationwhoseabsolutevalueislessthananempiricalydetermined
thresholdtisdiscarded.
4.- Theunionofbothcorrelationsresultsinatableofsystemmetricsthatare
relevantforpowerusageduringdatamovementofI/Ooperations.
Notethatinthedesignofthemethodology,wehavetakenseveralaspectsinto
account.First,some metricsarecumulativevalues,andtherefore monotonicaly
increasingwithtime,e.g,numberofinterruptionsoccurredsinceboot.Othersare
deﬁnedasarateorinstantaneousvalueand mightvarywithtimeaccordingly,
e.g.,powerconsumptionvariesdependingontheloadofthemachine.Therefore,a
methodologyshouldbeawareofthisfactinordertoavoidcorrelationsofmetrics
ofdiﬀerentnature,andconvertcumulativetimeseriestoinstantaneousvaluessoal
metricscanbecompared.Thetransformationfromaccumulatedtoinstantaneous
valuesisnormalyperformedbysubtractingthepreviousobservationrt−1fromthe
currentonertatthetimet
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Figure3.6:Dirtymemory,|d/dt(dirtymemory)|andpowerconsumptionofasequential
writeofa20GiBﬁle.
Second,sincedatamovementhasadirectimpactonthepowerconsumption,
metricsthataremeasuredinquantitiesofdatashouldbetransformedintotherates
ofmovementbycomputingtheircorrespondingderivatives.Forexample,asshown
inFigure3.6,thedirtymemorymetricmeasuresthenumberofbytesinmemorythat
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must be written back to the disk at a given time1. However, the page dirtying rate
(or speed) needs to be derived from the dirty memory metric in order to be compared
with the power consumption properly. By calculating the dirtying rate, it is possible
to measure the amount of data that any user-space application is writing to main
memory. Information closely related to data movement can be obtained from the
available system metrics. We believe this is a fundamental step when developing a
methodology that identifies most correlated metrics with regard to the power usage.
Next, we apply our methodology and present a detailed analysis on read and
write operations.
3.4.1 Analysis of write operations
Applying our proposed methodology, we obtain one power usage time series and 120
system metric time series for every benchmark run. Figure 3.7 depicts the corre-
lations of all the 120 system metrics with power consumption during a sequential
write of a 4GiB file. While the top plot shows the direct correlations, the bottom
plot takes the derivative of the data before computing the correlation with power.
Indeed, the bottom plot clearly shows that only one system metric is highly cor-
related with power (B4) and the rest have a very low correlation. Table 3.1 lists
the most significant system metrics. As it is shown in the table, those metrics with
values below our empirically obtained threshold of 0.75 have been discarded.
Table 3.1: Correlation of system metrics to power for a sequential write.
Metric Corr(data) Corr(d/dt(data)) Corrplot Tile
cpu_system 0.94 -0.20 D16
Dirty 0.08 0.92 B4
softirq 0.87 -0.12 C27
procs_running 0.84 -0.17 B27
cpu_user 0.77 -0.12 D22
In Table 3.1, cpu_system is the system CPU utilization, Dirty is the number of
dirty memory pages, softirq is the number of Linux software IRQs, procs_running
is the number of running processes, and cpu_user is the user mode CPU utilization.
Not surprisingly, CPU utilization is highly correlated with power since the CPU is the
most power intensive component during these operations. Interrupts are also highly
correlated with the I/O power usage. However, we argue that the most relevant
system metric for write operations is the derivative of the number of dirty pages.
While the system CPU utilization shows a slightly higher correlation, we can hardly
use this metric to reflect the level of power consumption used by I/O operations.
The system CPU utilization correlates with the power consumed by other workloads
running on the machine and, in consequence, this metric is not useful for decoupling
the power derived from I/O from that of other computations. Similarly, the number
of running processes cannot be considered a good metric due to its nature. However
1Note that the absolute value of the derivative is computed in order to superimpose positive and
negative rates on a single normalized plot.
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Figure3.8:Powerconsumptionvs.correlatedmetricsforthesequentialwriteofa4GiB
ﬁle.
thedirtyingpagerate,d/dt(Dirty),isaveryusefulmetricforestimatingI/Opower
consumptionbecauseitisspeciﬁctoI/Oandshowstheamountofdatathatisbeing
movedbythesoftwareI/Ostack.Therefore,weconcludethatthedirtyingpagerate
isthebestsystemmetrictoreﬂecttheI/O-relatedpowerusage.Figure3.8shows
clearlyhowweltheDirtysystemmetricdescribesdatamovementwithregardto
powerconsumptionwhileFigure3.9visualycomparestheothersystemmetricsthat
arealsohighlycorrelatedwiththepowertimeseries.Therefore,weconcludethat
bymonitoringtheDirtysystemmetric,itispossibletoinferthepowerregimeof
thesystemduringwriteoperations.
Sinceourwattmeterconsistsofseveralchannels,itispossibletomeasureseveral
powerlines,simultaneously,andmeasureper-componentpowerconsumptionaswel.
Wecomplementedthestudywithaper-lineanalysiswhichhighlightscorrelations
atthecomponentlevel.Figure??showscorrelationsofarelevantsubsetofsystem
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Figure3.9:Powerconsumption,dirtymemory,softwareinterrupts,CPUutilizationand
processesrunningforthesequentialwriteofa4GiBﬁle.
metricsforrawdata(top)andderivativedataw.r.t.time(bottom).Unsurprisingly,
theseplotsareconsistentwiththepreviouscorrelationsplotsthatusetheaggregated
powerconsumption.Forinstance,thebottomcorrelationplotclearlyshowsthat
d/dt(Dirty)iscorrelatedwiththewriteactivity.
Theseplotsalsoshowwhichpartsofthesystemarephysicalydesignedto
providestaticanddynamicpower,assomeofthepowerlinerows(leftaxis)do
notshowcorrelationswithanysystemmetric. Wearealsoabletoverifythatthe
datacolectedfromthesepowerlinesshowverylittlevariabilityovertimewhenthe
systemisstressedandswitchesbetweenvariouspowerandperformanceregimes.
However,thereisoneaspectwherethecorrelationplotswithaggregatedpower
usage(Figure3.7)diﬀerfromtheplotswithper-linepowerconsumption(Figure??).
Thelattershowsclearlytwodistinctgroupsofsystemmetrics,whereeachgroup
iscorrelatedwithdiﬀerentsystemcomponents.Thisisduetothefactthatsome
systemmetricsareonlycorrelatedwiththepowerusageofthestoragedevice(in
ourcase,theharddrive)whiletheothergroupiscorrelatedwiththeCPUand
memoryutilization.Therefore,thesystemmetricssuchassectors_writtenand
writes_completedarecorrelatedwiththedisk’s5Vpowerline(labeledHDD-SAT-
5v),providingthedynamicpoweranddependentonthedemandandutilization.On
theotherhand,cpu_systemandDirtyshowahighcorrelationwithothersystem
components,includingCPUpowerusageduringI/Oactivity.
Therefore,wecanconcludethatouranalysisnotonlyrevealswhichmetricsare
morecorrelatedwithspeciﬁcsystempowerlinesduringwriteI/Oactivity,butwe
canidentifywhichpartsofthesystemprovidedynamicandstaticpowerforouruse
case.Inoursystem,wewereevenabletorunmicro-benchmarksthatstressspeciﬁc
systemcomponentstomatcheachpowerlinewithaspeciﬁcsystemcomponent.
However,notethatmileagewilvarydependingontheelectronicdesignofeach
system’smotherboard.Thisknowledgecanbeusefultodeterminehowmuchpower
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usageofrawsystemmetrics(top)andcorrelationsforderivativesystemmetrics
w.r.t.time(bottom).
(a)Rawsystemmetrics.
(b)Derivativesystemmetricsw.r.t.time.
Figure3.11:Correlationplotbetweenpowerusageandsystemmetricsfora4GiBread.
Table3.2liststhemostsigniﬁcantsystemmetricsbydiscardingtheoneswith
acorrelationbelowourempiricalydeterminedthresholdof0.75.Thislistreveals
afewinterestingmetrics.Asitwasthecaseforwrites,cpu_systemshowsahigh
correlationwithCPUpower.However,thismetricdoesnotalowustodecouple
I/OpowerusagefrompowerbyactivitiesnotrelatedtoI/O.Thesystemmetric
cpu1_softirqalsoturnsouttoberedundantsinceitreﬂectssoftwareinterruptson
aparticularCPUcore.Thiscorrelationiscircumstancialassubsequentexperiments
wilprobablygenerateinterruptsondiﬀerentCPUcores.Ontheotherhand,the
metricsoftirqshowsabettercorrelationasitcountsinterruptsglobalyandthus
solvesthedependencyonaparticularsubsetofCPUcores.Thesystemmetrics
MemFree,nr_inactive_fileandCachedrepresentthefreememory,inactiveﬁle
mappedmemory,andcachedmemory,respectively.Becausetheircorrelationsare
highwhentakingthederivativew.r.t.time,weconsiderthesemetricsgoodindicators
ofdatamovement.NotethatMemFreeandCachedmayceasetobeusefulwhenthe
systemisundermemorypressure.Asthesystemapproachesthemaximummemory
andcachecapacities,therewouldbenorateofchangeforeithermetric.However,
thiswouldnotbethecasefornr_inactive_fileandsoftirq. Wearguethata
usertryingtomonitorthedatamovementactivityshouldneverthelesslookatal
thesemetricstogether.
Finaly,wediscusstheresultofapplyingourmethodologyandanalysisona
per-linebasisforreads.TheresultingplotsaredepictedinFigure3.12.Thetop
plotconsistsofcorrelationsofrawsystemmetricswhilethebottomplotconsistsof
correlationsofthederivedsystemmetricsw.r.t.time. Wearriveataverysimilar
conclusiontowhatwelearnedfromwriteoperations.Thetopplotrevealsavery
strongcorrelationbetweenonegroupofsystemmetricswiththeharddrive’spower
lines,andacorrelationbetweenanothergroupofsystemmetricswiththerestof
thesystempowerlines.Therefore,theplotidentiﬁesthreenewrelevantsystem
metrics:sectors_read,millis_reading,andreads_completed.Thereasonwhy
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Table 3.2: Correlation of system metrics to power for reads.
Metric Corr(data) Corr(d/dt(data)) Corrplot Tile
cpu_system 0.89 0.18 D16
MemFree 0.05 0.88 A4
nr_inactive_file -0.05 -0.88 D29
Cached -0.05 -0.87 D3
softirq 0.86 0.24 C27
nr_active_anon -0.86 0.5 B30
cpu1_softirq 0.79 -0.79 D21
these system metrics were not identified in our aggregated power plot is due to
the fact that they are strongly connected to the HDD-SAT-5V power line, and
their correlation with other power lines is much weaker. Similar to writes, we also
demonstrate that a per-line power usage analysis can be useful to identify how certain
system metrics are correlated with specific power lines. This knowledge can then be
leveraged by I/O models and used on machines that are not physically instrumented
with such powerful wattmeters.
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doing I/O.
(3.4)ETotal = ECompute + EI/O
This work concentrates mainly on studying the energy cost of performing I/O.
For each component, there is a fixed amount of power that does not vary, regardless
of the workload. Therefore, a distinction between static power and dynamic power
is made. EStaticI/O represents the fraction of energy consumed by components and does
not vary as a function of time or work performed. Dynamic power varies depending
on resource utilization and workload patterns. Dynamic energy EDynamicI/O is defined as
a function of I/O pattern, a weighted combination of seqRead, randRead, seqWrite,
and randWrite, such that weights fulfill Equation 3.5.
(3.5)wseqRead + wseqWrite + wrandRead + wrandWrite = 1
(3.6)EI/O = EStaticI/O + EDynamicI/O
(3.7)EDynamicI/O = ERead + EWrite
(3.8)ERead = wseqRead EseqRead + wrandRead ErandRead
(3.9)EWrite = wseqWrite EseqWrite + wrandWrite ErandWrite
Each of EseqRead, EseqWrite, ErandRead and ErandWrite can be expressed as the energy
E used during an experiment of duration T , where P (t) is the instantaneous power
for time instant t:
(3.10)E =
∫ T
0
P (t) dt
However, as we have observed in Section 3.3, I/O patterns can be discretized
into distinct power regimes. Therefore, read and write power is expressed as a sum
of discrete power levels, according to their respective power regimes. The energy for
a sequential read I/O pattern is calculated as follows.
(3.11)EseqRead(Size,H) = ECacheseqRead(Size,H) + EDiskseqRead(Size,H)
(3.12)ECacheseqRead = H
Size
PerfCacheseqRead
× PCacheseqRead
(3.13)EDiskseqRead = (1−H)
Size
PerfDiskseqRead
× PDiskseqRead
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Where Size is the total amount of data that are being handled and H represents
the expected hit ratio for modeled reads. Perf is a matrix that contains performance
values for either Cache or Disk accesses for each I/O pattern (seqRead, randRead,
seqWrite, randWrite). P is a matrix that contains the average power values for
disk and page cache accesses for each I/O pattern (seqRead, randRead, seqWrite,
randWrite). PCache is used for modeling read hits and memory re-writes, while
PDisk is used for modeling disk access. These matrices represent the power regimes
described in Subsection 3.3.1. The equations for random I/O are equivalent.
The values for these matrices are calculated from a set of micro-benchmarks.
Each micro-benchmark measures all four I/O patterns under different conditions,
such as the file being fully cached in the page cache for populating PerfCache and
PCache. And the opposite, all dirty buffers flushed and cleared page cache for obtain-
ing PerfDisk and PDisk. All possible combinations for populating the power matrix
P are shown in Table 3.3. The micro benchmarks were run using the benchmark
tool fio [Axb]
Table 3.3: Possible combinations for power matrix P . Left column represents power values
for disk access, right column for memory access. Rows are different I/O access patterns.
Disk Cache
Sequential Write PDiskseqWrite PCacheseqWrite
Random Write PDiskrandWrite PCacherandWrite
Sequential Read PDiskseqRead PCacheseqRead
Random Read PDiskrandRead PCacherandRead
In our case, the aggregated power usage of every component C is modeled as
(3.14)PDiskseqRead =
Components∑
C
PDiskseqRead(c)
This is done because we had a powerful instrument which is capable of obtaining
per-component power readings. However, we do not expect any user of the model
to perform this kind of instrumentation in order to obtain a valid model for their
hardware. For this reason, our model is designed in a way that one can measure the
aggregate power consumption for each regime (cache access, disk access, different
I/O patterns) in order to build the aforementioned power matrix P .
The energy for write I/O is computed in a different manner. While the model
for reads is built using performance regimes based on different I/O access patterns
such as reading from memory or reading from disk, these regimes occur one at a
time, and are modeled accordingly. That is, either the system is in a state where
data is being read from the page cache, or the system is in a state where data
is being loaded from disk. However, during writes, the system can be performing
a background write, while a user space process can be adding dirty data to the
page cache at different rates, resulting in different regimes for the same write access
pattern. Therefore, we distinguish between the energy required to flush dirty data
from memory to disk, EDiskWrite, and the energy required for the user space process to
write this data to the page cache, ECacheWrite .
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(3.15)EWrite(Size,H) = EDiskWrite + ECacheWrite
Note that EDiskWrite is not only the energy consumed by the storage device, but
includes the energy consumed by main memory, CPU, and other components in
order to move the data to storage. PDiskWrite is the average power consumption for
background writes when no other activity is being carried out (the blue regime in
Figure 3.4), while PCacheWrite is the power consumption for writing data to the page
cache.
(3.16)EDiskWrite(Size,H) =
Size
PerfDiskWrite
× PDiskWrite
(3.17)ECacheWrite (Size,H) =
Size
PerfCacheWrite (H)
× PCacheWrite
There are two alternatives for modeling PCacheWrite . For large writes, an average value
can be used and is sufficient, resulting in a simpler formula. However, write power
will vary over time depending on the state of global dirty memory. In addition,
we found that different storage devices will have a different impact on CPU and
memory resource utilization. A more accurate way of modeling PCacheWrite is detailed in
Section 3.5.1. For smaller writes or when the modeled power over time is required,
the detailed model is preferred. We evaluate and compare the effectiveness of both
models in a detailed manner in Section 3.6.2.
Furthermore, we distinguish between two cases: the page cache is being rewritten
and new data is being written to the page cache, which requires allocation. While
this may seem a far fetched detail, we observed between a 50% and 60% difference
in performance between both cases. Thus, in the case of writes, H represents hits
in the page cache, meaning no new page cache entries need to be allocated for the
data.
(3.18)PerfCacheWrite (H) = H × Perfallocated + (1−H)× Perfunallocated
Where Perfallocated and Perfunallocated represent the performance for rewriting
data in the page cache, and writing new data to the page cache, respectively.
3.5.1 Modeling writes for a storage device
While the throttling mechanisms detailed in Section 3.3.2 are directly related to
power and performance regimes, we found that the file system and storage device
internals will also influence transition and duration of regimes. The analysis of write
operations has revealed distinct power regimes and their relation to system per-
formance counters, but we found no practical way of predicting when transitions
between regimes are going to happen. Similarly, we found no way of predicting the
duration of each regime. When testing with different storage devices and file systems,
we found these variables to vary greatly and unpredictably. Each storage device will
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produce very different data movement patterns not only due to differences in laten-
cies and throughput, but also due to the way different devices process block requests
internally. For these reasons, we decided to create a model for writes that abstracts
a particular file system and storage device.
While an average power value can be used for modeling writes, just as described
for reads, this only works well for large file writes. For smaller file writes, errors can
be too large to be ignored. This is because, as depicted in Figure 3.4, the state of
dirty buffers will have a great impact on whether write operations block or not, and
for how long. This is strictly related to CPU consumption. Therefore, a file write
that starts when dirty buffers are empty will exhibit a very different behavior and
power consumption when compared to a file write that starts when dirty buffers are
almost full.
These data movement patterns, observed via the aggregated dirty buffer size,
represent how user space applications performing I/O are using components other
than the storage device itself, and have a direct impact on the CPU and memory
power consumption. Thus, for modeling writes we used an approach which takes into
account the state of dirty buffers. A dirty memory time series, data that can be ob-
tained from /proc/meminfo in Linux with negligible overhead, holds the information
for the different regimes. Write power consumption is strictly related to the rate at
which memory is being added to the page cache and moved to disk. We combine the
dirty time series γ with the power usage time series pi to create a power consumption
model M based on a storage device. Using this information, no discretization into
power regimes is required. While the aforementioned regimes are still valid, we can
use data movement information provided by γ to predict write power consumption,
thus providing a smooth and more accurate transition between regimes.
Using the dirty time series γ and the power usage time series pi, a power con-
sumption model for a storage device is created as follows.
First, the rate at which data are being added to the page cache ρ is calculated
from γ. The rate of change of dirty data is dγ
dt
, where dt is the dirty memory sampling
time. When dγ
dt
is zero, the operating system is throttling write operations to match
the disk write-out bandwidth. Negative values often indicate that the process is
blocked, and the background disk flusher threads doing write-back are decreasing
the amount of dirty memory.
In order to accurately represent the rate ρ of data movement to the page cache,
we consider the minimum values of the derivative to be the point at which the dirty
memory is being flushed to disk and no new memory is being dirtied. Therefore, we
offset all values of dγ
dt
accordingly so that ρ = 0 when no data is being added to the
page cache. Thus, ρ = dγ
dt
−min(negative_values). We define negative_values as
the negative values of the derivative: negative_values = dγ
dt
< 0.
During this process, we infrequently encountered measurement errors in some
experiments that caused dγ
dt
to contain one negative value that is too large. If only
one value of the derivative is such an outlier, this gives the false impression that the
disk can write dirty data to disk faster than it physically can. This causes the offset
mentioned previously to contain a large error. To remove these outliers, we exclude
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negative data points of dγ
dt
, which are below the threshold ν, defined as follows.
(3.19)ν = mean(negative_values)− stdev(negative_values)
Having obtained the time series ρ of the rate at which data is being added to the
page cache, we use the corresponding power time series pi to create a model that out-
puts power usage when provided with a dirty memory time series. For that purpose,
we perform a linear least squares regression to model power ∼ throughput. However,
ρ is a time series derived from the data of a file write, where write throughput to the
page cache does not increase linearly over time, but oscillates. Our goal is to build
the regression using power data as a function of a linearly increasing throughput.
This information is extracted from ρ and pi. We define l(t) as the function that, given
the time series t, returns the indices for linearly increasing values of t. Therefore,
it is possible to select the corresponding power values from pi for linearly increasing
values of write throughput ρ. The linearly increasing values of write throughput,
ρl(ρ), are obtained by selecting l(ρ) from ρ. The corresponding power values, pil(ρ),
are obtained by selecting l(ρ) from pi. Finally, the model for power ∼ throughput
is built by doing a linear regression on pil(ρ) ∼ ρl(ρ). This procedure is described in
Algorithms 1 and 2. The corresponding regression is depicted in Figure 3.13.
Algorithm 1 Write power model
1: procedure ModelPowerDirty(pi, γ) . Model power as a function of dirty
buffer size.
2: ρ← DirtyToThroughput(γ) . See Algorithm 2
3: throughput← list()
4: for i in l(ρ) do
5: throughput.add(ρi)
6: end for
7: power ← list()
8: for i in l(ρ) do
9: throughput.add(pii)
10: end for
11: PCacheWrite ← LinearRegression(power ∼ throughput) return PCacheWrite
12: end procedure
Our model has been tested to predict power consumption with an accuracy of
under 8%, as demonstrated in Section 3.6. While our model for writes has been
derived from the data acquired when writing a 20GB file, we tested how the ac-
curacy varies when increasing experiment duration. Varying the write experiment
length from one second to 150 seconds, in steps of 0.1 seconds, we built around 1500
instances of the model, and evaluated the resulting error. Figure 3.14 depicts how
the mean absolute percentage error changes as the model is built based on experi-
ments of increasing duration. It is worth noting that for models derived from very
short experiments there were error data points well above 100%, but since this was
expected, we omitted them for the sake of clarity so we could preserve the scale and
discern-ability of these graphs.
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Algorithm2DirtyToThroughput
1:procedureDirtyToThroughput(γ) Takesdirtybuﬀersizetimeseriesas
input,ouputsmemorywritethroughput.
2: neg_vals←list()
3: forali⊂ dγdt suchthati<0do
4: neg_vals.add(i)
5: endfor
6: ν←mean(neg_vals)−stdev(neg_vals)
7: ρ←list()
8: forali⊂neg_valssuchthati≥νdo
9: ρ.add(i)
10: endfor
11: ρ←ρ−min(ρ)
12:returnρ
13:endprocedure
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ﬁledatahadtobemovedfromdisktomemory,andahitratioof100%meansthat
aloftheﬁledatawaspresentinthepagecache. Wemodeledtheseaccesspatterns
usingEquations3.11,3.12,and3.13,varyingparameterH
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intervalsinordertomodelpagecachehitratio.Forthepredictedvaluesfrom0%
to100%,thenormalizedrootmeansquareerroris1.3%.
Figure3.16:4GBSequentialreadvaryingthepagecachehitratiofrom0%to100%.Red
squaresrepresentmeasuredamountofenergy.Thebluelinerepresentstheenergyconsump-
tionaspredictedbythemodel.
Figure3.15(righthandside)depictsthemeasuredandcalculatedvaluesfora
randomreadofa100MBﬁlethatwasnotcachedinmemory.Thisismodeledusing
Equations3.11and3.13,butusingarandomaccesspatterninsteadofsequential
access. Weobtainedanerrorof7.1%forHDD1,0.6%forHDD2,and8%forSSD,
whiletherelativestandarddeviationforHDD1,HDD2,andSSDwasof1.2%,2.5%,
and5.6%respectively.
3.6.2 Evaluationandcomparisonofwrite models
InSection3.5wepresentedtowaystomodelwrites.Onethatisbasedontheaverage
writepower,andamoresophisticatedmodelwhichusesthestateofdirtybuﬀersto
moreaccuratelymodelthedatamovementwithintheI/Oandmemoryhierarchy.
Therefore,weevaluateandcomparetheeﬀectivenessofbothmodels.
Asisexpected,forwritesofasuﬃcientlylargeduration,thesimpleapproach
ofusinganaveragewritepowerworkswel.Ontheotherhand,writesofasmaler
durationwilcausewritepowertoﬂuctuatesigniﬁcantlywitheachregimetransi-
tion,dependingontheamountofdirtymemory(aswasdetailedinSection3.3.2).
Therefore,wecomputethemeanabsolutepercentageerrorforwritesofdiﬀerent
durationforbothmodels.
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Section3.5.1isthebotomline,showninblue.
Figure3.17showstheerrorforbothmodelsforwritesupto150secondsin
length.Asitcanbeclearlyseen,smal writessuﬀerfromalargeerrorwhenan
averagepowervalueforPCacheWrite isused. Whentheamountofdatawrittentothepagecacheapproximatelyreachesthedirtymemorylimit,bothmodelsexhibita
verysimilarerror.Thisisduetothefactthattheoperatingsystem’sdirtymemory
throttlingmechanismswilcausewritethroughputtovarysubstantialyovertime,
andanaveragevaluesuﬀersfrombeingunabletoadapttothecurrentstateofdirty
buﬀersizes.However,asmoredataiswrittenovertime,anaveragevalueworkswel,
aswasexpected.NotethatFigure3.17comparesbothPCacheWrite modelsbycalculatingandcomparingonlyECacheWrite (Equation3.17),notEWrite,wheretheerrorwouldbesmaler.
3.6.3 Writeworkloadevaluation
Weusethemoresophisticatedwritemodel,detailedinSection3.5.1,toevaluate
thepredictionofpowerandenergyconsumptionforseveralwritemicrobenchmarks
next.Figure3.19(righthandside)depictsthemeasuredandcalculatedvaluesfor
sequentialywritinga20GBﬁlethatwasnotcachedinmemory. Wemodeledthis
accesspatternusingEquations3.15,3.16and3.17usingH=0,andthemodelde-
scribedinSection3.5.1. Weobtainednormalizedstandarderrorsof6.9%forHDD1,
5.6%forHDD2,and3%forSSD,whiletherelativestandarddeviationsforpower
measurementswerebelow1%foralthreedevices.Usingthiswritemodel,inaddi-
tiontothetotalamountofconsumedenergy,thepowerovertimeisalsoobtained,
whichmightbeofinterestfortheuser.Figure3.18depictsmodeledpowermeasure-
mentovertimeforwriting20GBofdatatothepagecache.Thenormalizedroot
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3.6.4 Mixed workload evaluation
Finally, we run mixed read and write workloads using different access patterns.
We performed these mixed workloads using Jens Axboe’s Flexible I/O tester [Axb]
on HDD2. Figure 3.20 compares measured and predicted energy for three mixed
workloads.
Workload W1 consists of a strided read of 128MB blocks and a 256MB stride,
reading 2GB of data in total. Then, the file is re-read sequentially (4GB), followed by
a sequential file re-write, followed by appending 4GB of data, followed by two threads
randomly mixing reads and writes (50%) with an I/O size of 4k and an aggregated
data transfer of 2GB. This was modeled using a 2GB sequential read (Equations 3.11
and 3.13) for the strided read, another sequential read using H = 0.5 for the re-read.
The re-write and append is modeled by employing Equations 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 and
using H = 1. The threads doing random reads and writes are modeled using equa-
tions for random read and writes, with 1024GB sizes each. Compared to measured
energetic consumption, the sum of these predicted values had a normalized standard
error of 6.8%.
Workload W2 consists of a 4GB random write, followed by a strided read and a
file re-read. Then the whole file is re-written, and another 4GB of data are appended
to the file. This is modeled using Equations 3.15 and 3.16 for a random access pat-
tern. The strided read is modeled using Equations 3.11 and 3.13, and for sequential
read the hit ratio parameter H is set to H = 0.5 for the re-read. The re-write and
file append can be modeled as a 8GB sequential write (Equations 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17
using H = 1). The prediction had a normalized standard error of 1%.
Workload W3 consists of a 4GB random write, followed by appending another
4GB of data, followed by two threads randomly mixing reads and writes (50%) with
an I/O size of 4k and an aggregated data transfer of 2GB. This workload was modeled
using Equations 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 using random and sequential access patterns for
the random write and append, respectively. The two threads were modeled as in
Workload W1. Compared to our measured energy consumption, our prediction had
a normalized standard error of 2.8%.
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Figure3.21:Scalabilityofenergyeﬃciencyforreadandwriteworkloads.
concurrentI/Othreadsdoingrandomwritesincreases.Eachcurveismodeledusing
simplelinearregression.
3.7.1 Macrobenchmarkevaluation
WebuilduponourmicrobenchmarkstoevaluatediﬀerentI/Ointensivescenarios
usingFilebench[Wil08].Filebenchincludesaseriesofmacrobenchmarkworkloads
thatmodelamailserver(varmail),awebserver(webserver),andaproxyserver
(webproxy). Wescaleeachworkloadtoupto128I/Othreads.
varmail.Themailserverworkloadconsistsofanumberofthreadsconcurrently
operatingonaﬁlesetof1000ﬁles.Eachthreaditeratesoverthefolowingthree
phases:First,oneﬁleispickedoutofthedatasetandtruncatedtozero,thendatais
written.Second,anotherﬁleﬁleispickedoutofthedatasetandisreadsequentialy.
Then,dataisappendedtotheﬁle.Finaly,athirdﬁleisreadsequentialy.Al write
operationsare16KBinsize,andarefolowedbyafsync()cal.Theaverageﬁlesize
is16KB,butduetotheappendsandre-writes,wilconvergetoanaverageﬁlesizeof
32KB.Inthisscenario,dirtydataarekepttoaminimum,asalthreadswilquickly
iterateoverfsync()calsafterevery16KBwrite.Moreover,datawilbeslowlyread
intothepagecacheuntil mostoral dataarecached.Notethatwhileﬁlesare
beingre-writtencontinuously,thenewdatawilbecachedinmemory.Therefore,
thisworkloadwilﬁrstcombinerandomwriteswithsmalsequentialreads,andat
acertainpointitwilbemostlyreadcachehits,withsmalrandomwritesrunning
inthebackground.Thereadtowriteratiois1:1. Wemodelthisworkloadasthe
sumoftwodiﬀerentregimes,AandB.RegimeAismodeledasacombinationof
smalsequentialreadsfromdiskandsmalrandomwritestodisk,whileregimeBis
modeledasreadpagecachehits,andsmalrandomwritestodisk.RegimeAwil
be nfiles×32KBPerfDisk_Read secondslong,andtherestoftheexecutionisspentinRegimeB.Ourmodelpredictsthattheenergyeﬃciency(MB/J)increasesasthenumberof
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Figure3.22:Macro-benchmarkmodelevaluationforFilebench’svarmail,webserver,and
webproxyworkloads.Redismeasuredenergyconsumptionfora1minuteFilebenchrun,blue
ispredictedenergyconsumption.
concurrentI/Othreadsincrease.
webserver.Thewebserverworkloadperformsineachthreadmanysequential
reads,folowedbyasmal(16KB)writeappend.Thewriteaccessesalwaysthesame
ﬁle,simulatingalog-basedﬁlewrite.Filesbelongingtothereadsethaveamean
ﬁlesizeof16KB. Wemodelthisworkloadastwodiﬀerentregimes,AandB.During
regimeA,ﬁlesarebeingreadsequentialyfromdisk,untilmostofthedataset
iscached.Fromthatpointon,regimeBreadshitthepagecacheandwritesare
periodicalysynchedtodisk.
webproxy.Thewebproxyserverisverysimilartothewebserver,whereeach
threadperformsmanysmalsequentialreads.Themaindiﬀerenceisthatthereis
nologﬁle,andevery5ﬁlereads,oneoftheﬁlesisre-written.Theﬁlesetconsists
of1000ﬁleswithameansizeof16KB.
Eachworkloadisrunwith1,4,8,16,32,64,and128threads. Wemodeleach
workloadasthesumoftheirrespectiveregimes.Foreachregime,weusethemulti-
threadedI/Omodelsdescribedearlierthat,basedontheconceptofscalabilityof
energyeﬃciency,areabletopredictenergyconsumptionforagivenaccesspattern
andnumberofthreads.AsdemonstratedintheresultsinFigures3.22ato3.22c,
weﬁndthatourmodelnotonlypredictswhichapplicationsbeneﬁtfromincreased
multi-threading,andwhichdonot,butisalsocapableofaccuratelypredictingtotal
energyconsumption.Bothwebserverandwebproxyworkloadsshowthatasthe
numberofconcurrentI/Othreadsincrease,theenergyeﬃciencyoftheworkload
decreases,whilethevarmailworkloadoﬀersbetterscalability.
3.8 Summary
Inthischapter,wedemonstratethatthroughthecolectionofsystemmetrics,data
explorationanddataanalysis,itispossibletoextractusefulinformationfromwork-
loads,andreasonaboutthisinformationtounderstandindetailhowworkloads
makeuseofspeciﬁcsystemresources.Thisdata-drivenprocess,inturn,provides
thenecessaryknowledgetobuildmodelsthatperformaccuratepredictions.Our
casefocusesonstudyingthepowerusageandenergyconsumptionofdatamove-
mentcausedbyI/Ointensiveworkloads.Weanalyzesystemmetricsdatatodiscover
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and learn about system transitions between different power and performance regimes
under various access patterns, and leverage this knowledge to build power usage pre-
diction models. More precisely, we demonstrate the validity of our approach with
the following contributions:
First, a methodology for collecting and exploring data, which we use to discover
power and performance regimes in I/O operations.
Second, we have detailed our combined hardware and software instrumentation for
collecting the data that is later analyzed as power usage and system metrics
time series.
Third, a methodology for extracting useful information from the power usage and
system metrics time series. We demonstrate how this methodology is capable of
automatically identifying system metrics which correlate with different power
and performance regimes.
Fourth, we provide power models that are capable of predicting energy consump-
tion for I/O workloads that combine sequential and random reads, writes, and
multithreaded I/O. These models are evaluated using f io micro benchmarks
and F ilebench macro benchmarks.
Fifth, We provide insights into how the data movement inside a single machine
has big implications on how energy is used, even for simple operations such
as sequential POSIX write. The write model uses information provided by
the operating system to derive data movement patterns across the memory
hierarchy and predict power usage over time. We compare the detailed write
model with a simple straw-man approach to demonstrate the impact of data
movement across the memory hierarchy and the effectiveness of our model.

Chapter 4
CPU-level data I/O energy
efficiency and optimizations
When contemplating the power usage within a node, the CPU has always been
the component that ranks among the biggest sources of power consumption. As
such, a lot of effort has been put by hardware vendors into making it as power
proportional as possible. Therefore, CPUs have long employed techniques which
provide dynamic power and performance. Modern CPUs even feature a maximum
performance that is dynamic. Processors employ techniques that take advantage
of the thermal headroom to improve performance by opportunistically adjusting
its voltage and frequency. However, the limit to how high and for how long the
performance can be sustained at the highest levels is based on thermal and energy
constraints. In this context, optimizing not just for lower power consumption, but
also for lower CPU temperatures becomes a desirable goal.
In light of the increasingly dynamic nature of modern processors, vendors enable
mechanisms for the operating system to manage power and performance. These
dynamic features result in systems software such as kernel and runtimes having to
manage the performance and power trade-offs of the CPU. While operating systems
are designed with power-awareness in mind, each component is optimized for the raw
performance within its own domain. For instance, the CPU management module is
usually unaware of the status of other parts of the system. There is little cooperation
between software layers to optimize power usage and energy efficiency, especially
where it concerns computation and storage I/O.
In this chapter, we explore different strategies that aim to increase coordination
between operating system modules that target computation and I/O. Our main goal
is to improve the CPU energy efficiency, to lower the average CPU temperature, and
do so without sacrificing performance. We propose various micro-processor level I/O
efficiency improvements, and detail several strategies that target energy efficiency
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improvements and thermal imbalance reduction. Our contributions can be summa-
rized as strategies that are effective on three different levels. First, thermal imbalance
reduction. Second, I/O aware CPU performance management. And finally, I/O- and
thermal-aware task placement.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 shows motivating experiments
for addressing the two main issues addressed in this chapter: thermal imbalance
and lack of CPU I/O awareness. Section 4.2 describes the design, implementation
and evaluation of a novel strategy for reducing CPU cores temperature variation.
While we successfully reduce temperature variation, we note that this strategy has a
negative impact on performance and increases performance variation.Subsequently,
we propose two novel techniques that address the shortcoming of this naive approach.
Section 4.3 describes a strategy for exploiting CPU-level heterogeneity for improving
the energy efficiency of workloads that combine I/O and computation. Section 4.4
presents a novel strategy for increasing coordination between the software layers
that manage storage I/O and CPU performance states. We discuss the design of a
runtime and evaluate our solution.
4.1 Motivation for addressing CPU-level inefficiencies
The purpose of this section is to introduce two motivating experiments that address
two issues present in modern processors. The first issue is related to the growing
amount of variability in modern processors. Modern systems feature more than one
CPU package and an increasing number of cores per package. Uneven heat distri-
bution within a single node causes a thermal imbalance among cores and packages,
that in turn results in heterogeneous and unpredictable performance. We perform a
motivating experiment which demonstrates this issue.
The second issue addresses the lack of coordination and cooperation between
two layers of the operating system: CPU management and the storage I/O stack.
The operating system layer responsible for managing the CPU boosts performance
when required by running tasks at the expense of increased power consumption.
We perform an experiment that consists in running an I/O intensive workload, and
study how the CPU manages power and performance.
4.1.1 Motivation for addressing CPU-level thermal imbalance and
heterogeneity
In this section we present an experiment that demonstrates CPU-level thermal im-
balance and heterogeneity when the CPU is subject to high utilization for a pro-
longed period of time. We demonstrate this effect by running a CPU-intensive work-
load. For stressing the CPU we run DGEMM, a double precision matrix multiplica-
tion algorithm leveraging Intel’s Math Kernel Library, on each core. Figure 4.1 shows
how the temperature varies over time. As expected, the CPU core temperatures rise
significantly within seconds. More interestingly, the temperature difference between
cores residing on each package becomes greater over time, even though both CPUs
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4.2 StrategyforreducingCPUcoresthermalimbalance
ThissectionfocusesonthereductionofunevenheataccumulationamongCPUcores
inthesysteminordertoreducethethermalvariationdemonstratedinSection4.1.
4.2.1 Strategyanddesign
ToachieveareductioninthermalvariationacrossCPUcores,ourstrategyfocuses
ondynamicalythrottlingcoresbasedontheirtemperatureinordertoreducetem-
peraturevariation.Ourapproachconsistsofaruntimeandkernelsoftwarewhich
aimstominimizethetemperaturedeviationbetweencoresbydynamicalythrottling
individualcoresupordown.
Weproposerunningacontroleralgorithmperiodicalywithtimeinterval T.
ThisalgorithmadjuststhethrotleratioforeachCPUcore,andproceedstowait
foranotherTsecondsfortemperaturechangestotakeeﬀectbeforerunningagain.
Thethrotleratioisconsideredtobeavaluebetween0%(nothrottling)and100%
(notaskswilbeexecuted).Forinstance,athrottleratioof50%meansthat,on
average,taskswilrunforT/2secondsduringatimeintervalT.Initialy,al CPU
coresstartatathrottlingratioof0%,andthrottlingup/downoccursinastep-wise
fashioninincrementsordecrementsofi(0%<i<100%). Weconsideratarget
temperatureandanacceptancewindow,totakeintoaccountthefactthatitwould
beverydiﬃculttohaveal CPUcoresoperatingatexactlythesametemperature
althetime.Ifthecoretemperatureisclosetothetargettemperature,noactionis
taken.Thecore’sthrottlingratioisincreasedbyiifthetemperatureisabovethe
acceptancewindow,anddecreasedbyiwhenitisbelowtheacceptancewindow,as
depictedinFigure4.3.
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changes to the task’s need_resched flag in the Linux kernel process table in order
to be woken up whenever the kernel needs to re-schedule the task.
For leveraging this mechanism, we develop our own mechanism for throttling
an individual CPU core to a specific throttle ratio. The mechanism we developed
works as follows. Our implementation consists of a kernel module, which spawns
one high priority kernel thread (placing it on the kernel realtime FIFO queues) per
online CPU core. Each kernel thread is pinned to exactly one CPU core. In order
to achieve a throttling ratio of r, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 during a time interval T , a thread will
activate a C-state deep sleep for a duration of T × r, and make sure our driver
will be woken up by setting a timer interrupt on the same core it is running. For
the remaining time, the driver will cause the thread to yield to user threads for a
duration of T × (1− r), allowing computation to happen.
Our driver sets up kernel timers in order to periodically monitor CPU core tem-
peratures. In addition, average temperature and standard deviation are computed.
These data are then fed to a temperature controlling procedure, ThermClamp, de-
tailed in Algorithm 3, which will manage per-core throttling ratios for each of the
threads that perform idle injection. This results in a feedback control mechanism
that reduces temperature variations. Note that since the temperature takes time
to converge, we always wait for a certain amount of epochs (one epoch is the time
period between ThermClamp runs) before taking corrective action on each CPU
core.
4.2.3 Evaluation
We evaluated our solution on a two socket system equipped with two identical Ivy
Bridge 8-core Xeon E5-2670 and 64GB of DRAM, running Linux 4.2. We exper-
imentally found a wait window of 20s, a 5% step, and an acceptance window of
mean(temperatures) + stdev(temperatures) to work well for our purposes. We de-
termined these values by trial and error, and found the combination of wait window
and throttle step to be important, as a small wait window or a big throttle step
will cause the undesired effect of an oscillating temperature. With these parameters,
our technique reduces temperature variation by 50%. Figure 4.4 illustrates a visual
comparison of core temperatures with thermal throttling (left) and no throttling
(right).
The downsides of this approach are the following. First, idle injection obviously
results in performance degradation, which we found to be proportional to the throt-
tling ratio and is highly dependent on the temperature. During this time, the CPU
is not able to do actual work, which result in longer runtimes and increased en-
ergy consumption. Second, transitions to and from C-states introduce significant
performance variations, as depicted in Figure 4.5. We found that there is a neces-
sary trade-off between reducing the temperature variation and the impact on raw
performance, where the user would need to pick her desired outcome. In the next
section, we focus on a technique that adapts CPU frequency on demand depend-
ing on the I/O phase in order to drastically reduce power consumption, without
impacting performance.
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Intel’s Math Kernel Library implementation.
We pin each thread to a different CPU core using different policies, as depicted in
Figure 4.6. The first policy (top) interleaves computation and I/O threads between
hotter and colder cores. The second policy (middle) assigns all computation to the
hottest cores and I/O threads to the coldest cores. The third policy (bottom) assigns
all computation to the coldest cores and I/O to the hottest cores.
In our case, hottest and coldest cores were split evenly between both CPU
sockets, as evidenced by Figure 4.1 in Section 4.1. We found that the policy that
interleaves threads achieves the worst performance and energy efficiency due to the
effects of Non-Uniform-Memory-Access (NUMA), as threads stall more often when
accessing regions of memory in a non-local node. However, when comparing the
other policies where all threads perform DGEMM computations on the same CPU,
local memory accesses are not penalized, resulting in more performance. The main
difference between both policies was a CPU energy consumption of 3% in favor of
the policy that places I/O threads on the colder nodes.
4.4 I/O-aware CPU performance and power manage-
ment
This section focuses on providing coordination between the software layers respon-
sible for storage I/O and CPU power and performance management. By increasing
coordination between the I/O storage and CPU layers, we expect to improve the
energy efficiency of I/O workloads.
4.4.1 Strategy and design
The main goal of our strategy is to make storage I/O more energy and power efficient
by making the software layer responsible for managing CPU power and performance
aware of I/O phases. We achieve this by making the CPU management layer I/O
aware and adjusting the CPU frequency and voltage pairs adaptively, depending on
the state of I/O operations in the system. We leverage the knowledge about data
movement and performance regimes gathered in Chapter 3 in order to provide I/O
awareness to the CPU management layer.
The system is considered to be in one of the following three regimes during write
I/O activity:
• There is no I/O (Idle).
• Writes are asynchronous and data are being moved to the page cache at a fast
pace.
• The operating system’s dirty memory control algorithms block writes while
the background write-back operations flush the dirty data to disk.
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In Section 3.3.2 we were able to identify one more regime, as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.3.2. However, to test our hypothesis that I/O-aware CPU management can
improve the energy efficiency, we only need to dynamically adjust CPU performance
to match I/O regimes that are CPU-demanding. We therefore opt for a simpler
solution where we consider the aforementioned three regimes.
We monitor each process’s I/O activity as well as the amount of data being
dirtied, and manage CPU performance states accordingly. We consider the system
to be in one of the two active regimes based on whether dirty memory increases
(first regime) or not (second regime). The first regime is more CPU-demanding,
while the second regime only requires the CPU to service I/O interrupts. The oper-
ating system’s CPU performance state controller algorithms are not I/O aware and
increase or decrease performance states based on CPU demand and utilization. We
observed that the current algorithm keeps the CPU at a power demanding state dur-
ing I/O. This results in inefficient use of CPU power resources, as power demanding
performance states are not required during all I/O phases.
As part of our strategy, we propose a mechanism that dynamically adjusts the
performance state of those CPU cores dedicated to I/O based on the current I/O
regime. When there is no I/O, the CPU core resumes the traditional strategy of
scaling performance states solely based on CPU utilization.
To achieve this, we implement a CPU management driver that is I/O aware and
is able to use this information to switch performance states more intelligently. We
develop a kernel module that replaces Intel’s p-state selection driver. Our implemen-
tation is able to detect I/O activity and adapt the CPU frequency and voltage pairs
accordingly, while behaving as usual otherwise. Our driver monitors each task’s dirty
rate activity, and determines in which of the aforementioned regimes each CPU core
is in. During I/O activity, we switch the corresponding CPU core to p-state pdirty
when we detect the first regime, and to pflush when we detect the second regime.
pdirty is a higher demanding performance state than pflush.
However, the selection of the appropriate values for pflush and pdirty will depend
on particular properties of each device, and can therefore not be hardcoded to be the
maximum and minimum p-states. Depending on the characteristics of system devices
such as CPU power efficiency, memory bandwidth, and disk throughput, selecting
for instance the lowest p-state might not be beneficial, as it could incur longer
runtimes [SHM12]. Therefore, our solution runs a test during system initialization,
investigating through every possible combination and measuring the power efficiency.
This mechanism automatically configures pflush and pdirty to their optimal values.
4.4.2 Evaluation
The experiments in this chapter have been performed on a two socket system
equipped with two identical Ivy Bridge 8-core Xeon E5-2670 and 64GB of DRAM,
running Linux 4.2. We evaluate our solution running an I/O-intensive workload that
performs a parallel file write on an ext4 file system. We run a process on each of
the 16 CPU cores that opens a new file and writes 1GB of data sequentially. This is
performed with our I/O-aware solution and with Intel’s newest p-state driver. Each
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but in fact found the performance to have improved. In fact, other works have already
observed and studied such counter-intuitive outcome [CLGC14], leading us to believe
that our results are indeed correct.
In conclusion, we have developed an I/O and regime aware CPU performance
state controller that reduces energy consumption and total run time for write I/O
operations.

Chapter 5
Virtualized I/O and data
sharing
Over the past years, the cloud, especially Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) offerings,
have seen a staggering rise in popularity due to the convenience and the economic
pricing models. Even cloud service providers are starting to offer custom-sized HPC
clusters as a service, with cloud-like pricing models. This can be of special interest
to organizations who can not afford to acquire expensive HPC cluster hardware, or
would require a different amount of computing power to meet computing demand
for each project. From a user perspective, the cloud offers elastic and scalable com-
puting power. Virtualization is a key ingredient to this advantage. However, HPC
applications are often constrained by I/O, a problem which is made worse when
running in a virtualized environment.
With scientific computing in the cloud gaining popularity and using every time
larger data sets, high performance storage I/O in virtualized environments is sub-
stantially increasing in importance. However, exploiting the performance potential
of the the storage I/O on today’s virtualized architectures is complex, due to the
limitations of POSIX standard for storage I/O and the lack of integration of related
mechanisms such as data sharing, storage I/O coordination, relaxing the consistency
semantics, and data locality awareness.
In this chapter we present a flexible I/O virtualization solution, which captures
POSIX I/O library calls and forwards them to the host, achieving two goals. First,
system calls are avoided in the virtualized environment. Second, as the host performs
I/O calls on behalf of virtual domains, data sharing among them becomes more
efficient as less data copies are performed. Our solution is evaluated and compared
to similar I/O forwarding technologies.
We extend this idea about efficient data sharing by developing VIDAS (Vir-
tualized DAta Sharing), an object-based virtualized data store that targets to in-
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5.3 Efficient virtualized data sharing
So far we have presented a storage virtualization solution which is based on I/O for-
warding, extending the GVirtuS virtualization framework. In addition we evaluated
our solution and compared it with native host performance and different I/O virtu-
alization solutions such as IOFSL and other network file sharing technologies. Our
system shows close performance compared to other solutions, and in some cases no-
ticeable performance improvements where the host is able to coordinate file storage
access. However, results show that there is still room for improvement.
As a result, the need for an efficient virtualized data sharing solution which op-
timizes for coordinated I/O access and minimizes data movement arises. Inefficient
data movement happens due to the amount of data copying required for commu-
nicating through the use of ring buffers from each domain to the host and among
domains. However, I/O forwarding makes extensive use of ring buffers in order to
transfer all data between domain and host. Ideally, a data sharing solution would
be capable of offering more efficient data sharing mechanisms and novel semantics
for coordinating collective I/O. We hypothesize that such a solution would improve
performance and reduce energy consumption.
Therefore, we propose a novel solution that focuses on reducing data movement
in virtualized environments and provides flexible I/O semantics for efficient and
coordinated storage I/O. VIDAS is our solution for efficient virtualized data sharing
among domains. When performing collective I/O operations, instead of requiring
data to be copied to the host and then perform one additional copy to every other
domain (or even multiple copies per domain, if the use of ring buffers is employed),
VIDAS allows a different data flow which minimizes data copies. Figure 5.5 compares
how data flows on traditional solutions versus our proposed solution. Note that our
solution supports the capability of collectively sharing data among an arbitrary
number of domains (not just two as depicted), minimizing data copies.
However, introducing these concepts creates the need for new abstractions and
semantics in order to efficiently share data using shared data objects. Also, it needs
to be clarified where such a data sharing solution fits in the I/O stack. These issues
will be detailed next.
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Table 5.2: List of object operations.
Object metadata operations
obj_handle_t object_create(char* ext_storage_rsc, size_t offset, size_t size, char* cname)
obj_handle_t object_join(char* ext_storage_rsc, size_t offset, size_t size, char* cname)
int object_get_locality(char* ext_storage_rsc, obj_handle_t *objects[])
int object_leave(obj_handle_t o)
int object_destroy(obj_handle_t o)
int object_getattr(obj_handle_t o, char *name, void *value, size_t size)
int object_setattr(obj_handle_t o, char *name, void *value, size_t size)
Object data access operations
int obj_write(obj_handle_t o, char *buf, size_t offset, size_t sz)
int obj_read(obj_handle_t o, char *buf, size_t offset, size_t sz)
int obj_flush(obj_handle_t o)
int obj_update(obj_handle_t o)
Object synchronization operations
int object_wait(obj_handle_t o, char **bufp)
int object_notify(obj_handle_t o, char *buf)
name. The external storage resource can be a file from a file system, an object
from a storage system, a disk partition, or any other storage resource that can be
uniquely identified through a name and offers a linear address space. For instance,
the external storage resource can be a file from a locally mounted NFS or a URL of
a remote object stored in Amazon S3. We assume that a simple get/put interface is
available for accessing these external storage resources and we will concentrate on
the node-level data sharing in a virtualized environment.
The storage objects are different from traditional POSIX files in several aspects:
• Each object is associated with a user-extensible list of name-value attributes.
• Strong consistency is not enforced, but optional.
• Data writes to external storage resources can be guided by a configurable
policy such as write-through or write-back.
• Applications can learn if object data is cached in memory, providing locality
awareness.
• Operations on objects are stateless.
In the remainder of this section we discuss storage object operations (shown in
Table 5.2).
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Metadata operations
Each VIDA storage object can be uniquely associated to an external storage resource
through the obj_create call. After creation, any other domain can share the object
by joining through the common container (obj_join). The obj_create operation
associates a data object to a container, i.e. reserves shared memory in a container
for the given data range of an object. Domain access control is enforced through
the container associated to the object, which specifies in which domains the object
is accessible. Object attributes can be manipulated using the object_getattr and
object_setattr operations. Predefined attributes include: “name" (the external
storage resource name, i.e. a file or an URL), “data" (a pointer to the object’s data),
“offset" (the offset where the object maps on to the storage destination), “size" (size
of the region of the data item shared by this object), “container" (container through
which the object is shared), “synchronized" (if “true", the operations on this object
are atomic), “write policy" and “read policy" (which are further discussed in the next
subsection). Further attributes can be defined by users through object_setattr.
Data operations
After an object has been shared by a domain (either through obj_create or obj_join),
it can be accessed from the domain through standard obj_read / obj_write calls.
Alternatively, the pointer to the object data can be retrieved through an object_getattr
operation on the “data" attribute and, subsequently, directly accessed. The first al-
ternative offers “opaque" access to the object and can be used together with the
attribute “synchronized" in order to provide atomic access to the object. In the
atomic mode (the attribute “synchronized" has the value “true"), accesses to non-
overlapping object intervals can proceed concurrently. The second alternative pro-
vides a “zero-copy" mode, for which object modifications from any domains become
instantaneously visible to all the other domains. However, in this mode the user is
responsible to enforce access consistency.
The “update policy" and “write policy" object attributes reflect how the data
flows between a VIDAS object and the represented external storage resource. The
“update policy" decides if external object updates are applied “lazy" or “eager". For
lazy updates the object is updated from the external storage resource, only when the
user calls object_update. The “write policy" refers to how object modifications are
propagated to the external storage resource. If the write policy is “write-through",
object modifications are propagated right away. For the “write-back policy", the
object modifications are propagated only when the user calls object_flush.
Synchronization operations
As discussed in the previous subsection, atomic access to an object is provided
when the “synchronized" attribute is set to “true" and the obj_read / obj_write
are used. For coordinating the access to objects from different domains, VIDAS
provides a wait/notify mechanism. A notify operation obj_notify sends a message
to an object. A different domain can block waiting to receive the message for the
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given object by calling obj_wait. Section 5.7 shows an example of using wait/notify
for implementing a collective I/O write operation.
5.6 Implementation
We have implemented VIDAS interface based on Xen virtualization solution [PFH+05].This
section describes Xen implementation details. In order to simplify the reading, we
start by presenting the Xen inter-domain mechanisms leveraged by our implementa-
tion. Subsequently, we present the implementation of the multi-domain data sharing
mechanism. Finally, we discuss container and object implementations.
5.6.1 Xen inter-domain mechanisms
VIDAS implementation leverages three main inter-domain Xen mechanisms: Xen-
Store, shared memory, and ring buffers [PFH+05].
XenStore. XenStore is a key-value centralized data base, which is shared by
all Xen domains and is typically used for passing configuration parameters across
domains.
Xen shared memory. The Xen mechanism for memory sharing is based on a
mechanism called “grant table”. Each domain has its own grant table that is shared
with Xen. Each entry of a grant table informs Xen about the pages shared by the
owning domain with other domains. Each grant table is indexed by a grant reference.
A domain domi performs the following actions in order to share pages with domj.
First, it calls a function (grant_foreign_access) with two parameters: the target
domain domj and the number of pages to share with domj. This function allocates
memory, assigns it to a grant table entry, and returns a grant reference and a local
index. The grant reference is passed over XenStore to domj, while the local index is
used by mmap to map the pages to the virtual memory space of domi. On its turn,
domj retrieves the reference grant from XenStore, calls an ioctl function using the
grant reference in order to retrieve the local index, and, finally, uses the local index
to map the pages to its virtual memory space through a mmap call. At this moment
the pages are shared between domains domi and domj.
Xen ring buffers. For inter-domain communication, a producer/consumer circu-
lar queue known as a ring buffer, is implemented on top of a shared memory buffer.
This ring buffer acts as the transport mechanism between domains for implementing
inter-domain communication.
5.6.2 Xen inter-domain mechanisms in VIDAS
VIDAS implementation leverages shared memory for sharing object data, attributes,
and other opaque metadata across used domains and ring buffers for communica-
tion between the user domains and the host. Figure 5.7 depicts an overview of our
implementation, which shows how VIDAS combines ring buffers and shared memory.
The memory is shared between two domains based on the procedure described
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in the previous subsection. For sharing a page among n domains, in our solution the
domain initiating the sharing inserts in its grant table n − 1 entries, all of which
are associated with the same page. Subsequently, each of the other n − 1 domains
receives a different grant reference, representing the same physical page. The page
is then mapped as in a two page case1.
The ring buffers are used for implementing a lightweight Remote Procedure
Call (RPC) based on a front-end, running on the calling domain, and a back-end
running on the host. The back-end waits on the ring buffer to receive call messages
from the front-end, performs the call, and returns the result in the ring buffer. After
performing the call, the front-end waits for the result from the back-end. In this work
both the back-end and front-end use polling, while an interrupt based approach was
left for the future work. Our initial choice was based on the conclusion of a study,
which showed that the use of polling in optimizing the storage virtualization can
substantially reduce the overhead of interrupt handling [BYFR+12].
5.6.3 Container implementation
The container management is performed at the host. All container operations are
implemented as lightweight RPCs, as described in the previous subsection. When
creating a container, the guest forwards the call to the host, which stores the domain
IDs sharing access. A subsequent container attach operation is successful only if the
calling domain belongs to the list specified by the creating domain. Destroying a
container and leaving from a container are simple RPCs that remove or update the
container metadata from the host.
5.6.4 Object implementation
Object management is also performed at the host. However, most operations on
object data and attributes do not involve the host, as described below.
Seven operations from VIDAS interface rely on RPCs to the host. In order
to create an object (object_create), a domain follows the steps described above:
allocates memory for object data, object attributes and other object metadata, is
assigned a grant reference, passes the grant reference to all memory sharing domains,
and maps the page to its virtual memory. Finally, it contacts the host with an RPC
and informs about the newly created object. At this point each sharing remote
domain is entitled to share the object by calling object_attach, which maps the
object memory to the remote domain virtual memory and informs the host through
an RPC. The operations object_destroy and object_leave undo the create and
attach operations, respectively, and inform the host to remove the object from the
index. The function object_get_locality is implemented as an RPC which returns
from the host all the local objects (created or attached) associated to the external
storage resource. The other two operations, whose implementation leverages RPCs
to the host are object_flush and object_update, which simply ask the host to
flush/update the object to/from the remote storage resource.
1We provide this new Xen feature at https://github.com/pllopis/linux/commit/fb6dca
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All the other six VIDAS operations rely on shared memory and do not directly
involve the host. As the object attributes are stored in main memory, the func-
tions object_getattr and object_setattr directy work on the shared memory,
after implicitly taking a mutex in order to ensure consistency. The mutex is imple-
mented by using Linux atomic test-and-set operations 2. The data access operations
object_write and object_read access the shared memory directly and are atomic
only if the synchronized object attribute is set to “true”. In VIDAS, accesses to an
object are serialized only if the accessed domains overlap. For addressing this issue in
our current implementation, the object metadata includes an array of mutexes which
provide mutual exclusion to overlapping access domains. A further extension to this
implementation for providing multiple-reader one-writer access is straightforward.
Finally, object_notify and object_wait work as well directly on a buffer
shared across the domains when object is created/attached. The object_notify
operation copies the message to the shared memory and atomically modifies a pro-
ducer pointer, while object_wait retrieves the message when available and passes
it to the calling domain. We use polling for object_wait, while leaving a blocking
version for future work and evaluation.
While there are numerous ways to design cooperative data sharing, we made an
effort to minimize host intervention where it was not strictly needed. This is an im-
portant design decision because context switches result in hypervisor exit operations,
which are known to be the main cause of performance overheads for virtualized I/O-
intensive workloads [GAH+12]. Therefore, operations which manipulate object data
and metadata are carried out with minimal context switches. For other operations
such as object creation and removal (which are still very fast, as demonstrated in
the evaluation), we chose to sacrifice a context switch for consistency and simplicity,
by having a single copy of container and object indexes maintained by the host.
2http://old-list-archives.xen.org/xen-devel/2009-03/msg01823.html
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Write operation executed in domain i
// Share the object with domain j
intdomain_ids[]={j};
// Create the container
container_create(‘‘con’’, domain_ids);
write(char∗ext_storage_rsc, char∗buf, size_t offset, size_t size) {
// Create the storage object
object_handler_t o =object_create(ext_storage_rsc, offset, size, ‘‘con’’);
// Indicate the all accesses will be atomic
object_setattr(obj, ‘‘synchronized’’, ‘‘true’’, 5);
// Write the data to objects in segments of size b
object_write(o, buf, 0, size);
// Notify that the data is available
object_notify(o, NULL);
// Destroy the object
object_destroy(o);
}
// Destroy the container
container_destroy(‘‘con’’);
Read operation executed in domain j
// Attach to an existing container
container_attach(‘‘con’’);
read (char∗ ext_storage_rsc, char∗buf, size_t offset, size_t size) {
// Join the object to mapping to acommonexternal storage resource
object_handler_t o =object_join(ext_storage_rsc, offset, size, ‘‘con’’);
// Wait for the data to become available
object_wait(o, NULL);
// Read the data to objects in segments of size b
object_read(o, buf, 0, size);
// Unmapthe object
object_leave(o);
}
// Leave the container
container_leave(‘‘con’’)
Listing5.1:Inter-domainwrite-readdatasharing.
thedataisdonethroughtheexplicitobj_readoperation.However,itispossibleto
avoidcopyingthedatainvolvedinthisoperation,bysimplyretrievingthepointer
tothesharedbuﬀerthroughthe“data"attributeanddirectlyusethedata.
Thewaythedatamodiﬁcationspropagatefromthesharedobjecttotheexternal
storageresourcecanbecontroledthroughthewritepolicyattribute(notshown
inListing??).
Thewrite/readoperationspresentedabovecanbestraightforwardlyusedas
abuildingblockforaproducer-consumerimplementationorforadatastreaming
implementation.
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5.7.2 Inter-domain collective I/O
I/O intensive applications often face the problem of accessing non-contiguous por-
tions of data. In scientific applications it is often the case that while different pro-
cesses access non-contiguous portions of data, requests of a group of processes may
together span a contiguous portion [TGL99]. The optimizations merging different
requests from cooperating processes into a single large I/O operation are referred to
as collective I/O [TGL99].
In a purely virtualized environment, efficient collective I/O is difficult to achieve
because domains are isolated from each other and data has to be shared through a
network file system or network communication protocols. However, VIDAS abstrac-
tions and mechanisms allow for efficiently sharing data and coordinating accesses,
as shown in Listing ??. In this case study domains d0, d1, ..., and dn−1 write non-
contiguous pieces of data of sizes given by the sizes vector from the buffers bufs
to the external storage resource ext_storage_rsc at several offsets given by the
offsets vector. We assume that the container “con" has been already created and
shared and that the write policy attribute is set to “back", i.e. write back. The
implementation uses a function get_domain that returns a unique domain name (in
Xen we implemented this function by simply requesting this value from XenStore).
Domain d0 creates an object and all the other domains are sharing it. Subse-
quently, all domains write the data to the shared object through simple memory copy
operations. Subsequently, all n domains notify the object that they have performed
the modifications. Domain d0 waits for all notifications to arrive (for simplicity we
show as well the notification sent by d0 to itself, but this can be obviously optimized
away) and, subsequently, flushes the modifications to the external storage resource.
Collective read operations can be implemented in a similar fashion.
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Write is called from domains d0,d1, ...,dn−1
Weassume domain d0 will be the aggregator
write (char∗ ext_storage_rsc, char∗bufs[], size_t offsets[], size_t sizes[])
{
object_handler_t o;
// Get mydomainand create/share the object
intmy_domain =get_domain();
if(my_domain ==d0)
o =object_create(ext_storage_rsc, offset, size, ‘‘con’’);
else
o =object_join(ext_storage_rsc, offset, size, ‘‘con’’);
// Eachdomain writes data to the object by calling
// several times object_write on the object o
...
// Eachdomain notifies the modifications
object_notify(o, NULL);
// Domaind0 waits for all notifications before flushing the data
if(my_domain ==d0) {
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
object_wait(o, NULL);
object_flush (o);
}
}
Listing5.2:Inter-domaincolectiveI/Owriteimplemetation.
5.8 Evaluation
WeevaluatedtheVIDASprototypeona2-socketsystemwithtwoidentical8-
coreHaswel XeonE5-2630v3processorsanda MegaRAIDSAS-33108storage
arraywithfour1TBdisksinaRAID-5conﬁguration.EachharddiskisaHitachi
HUA722010CLA330withacapacityof1TB,aspeedof7200rpm,anda32MBcache.
Xenversion4.2runsLinux3.5.7asDom0,modiﬁedtosupportsharingmemory
pagesacrossanarbitrarynumberofdomains.Wealsoevaluatedenergyeﬃciencyby
obtainingpackageenergyconsumptionfromtheprocessor’sRunningAveragePower
Limit(RAPL)interface.Precedingeachexperiment,weclearedcaches,directory
entriesandinodesfrommemoryusingtheLinuxdrop_cachesinterface.Firstwe
evaluateobjectoperations.Thenweevaluatetheeﬀectivenessofourmulti-domain
memorysharing mechanismbycomparingin-memoryinter-domaindatasharing
withexistingalternativessuchas MPIandXenringbuﬀers. Wecompareseveral
syntheticI/Obenchmarkswith MPIversions,focusingontheperformanceand
energyconsumption.
5.8.1 Objectoperations
InthissectionwepresentanevaluationofVIDASobjectandcontaineroperations.
Table5.3showsbasiccontaineroperationsexecutiontime.Thecontaineroperations
takebetween64µsand70µs,whichcorrespondtothetimeoftheRPCbetweenthe
guestandhostdomains.Thecreationofanobjectofone4096bytepagetakes207µs,
representingthetimetoalocatememory,sendthegrantreferencetotheremote
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domain, map the page, and perform an RPC for registering the domain. Joining an
object takes 98µs, corresponding to the time to map the page and register at the
host through a RPC. Leaving an object involves an unmap operation and an RPC
and takes 82µs. The other operations involve shared memory and take 2µs (setting
and getting an attribute of 1 byte) and 6µs (notify/wait a message of 64 bytes).
Table 5.3: VIDAS operations execution time.
Container op T (µs) Object op T (µs)
container_create 66 object_create 207
container_attach 64 object_join 82
container_destroy 70 object_notify/wait 6
container_leave 70 object_leave 64
object_getattr 2
object_setattr 2
object_destroy 70
5.8.2 Inter-domain communication
Due to the fact that the goal of this work is to improve data sharing in virtualized
environments, we first evaluate data communication between virtual machines with-
out performing I/O. We evaluate broadcasting 128MB data objects to 2, 4, 8 and
16 virtual machines using existing inter-domain memory sharing solutions such as
Xen ringbuffers, the OSU broadcast benchmark, MPI broadcast, and our solution.
Figure 5.8 shows the effectiveness of our multi-domain memory sharing mechanism.
Because the other inter-domain communicators are restricted by Xen’s current mem-
ory sharing mechanism, which limits the amount of domains sharing a page to 2,
they are required to do additional memory copies. Our solution requires a single
memory copy and scales better. For fairness, we introduced an additional memory
copy per virtual machine in order to obtain different copies of the data object, as
opposed to just one shared copy. While this is not required, we felt that it would be
more representative due to the fact that each virtual machine is then able to modify
its own copy without affecting the others. This is also the reason why performance
drops slightly when scaling the number of virtual machines.
5.8.3 Write and read sharing
In this subsection we compare the writer-reader implemented in VIDAS (described
in 5.7.1) with a writer-reader based on PVFS2 and NFS using 512 MB files. VIDAS
semantics enables us to perform an asynchronous write to disk while readers read
object data directly from memory, thus obtaining memory read speeds, while NFS
and PVFS2 rely on the disk write buffers for performing reads. We obtained a
sustained throughput of over 500MB/s for VIDAS, while NFS and PVFS2 performed
at close to 140MB/s.
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5.8.5 Collective I/O
In this section we compare the VIDAS inter-domain collective I/O operations (de-
scribed in Subsection 5.7.2) with a standard collective I/O implementation from
ROMIO, the most popular MPI-IO distribution. The collective I/O implementation
of ROMIO is based on two-phase I/O [TGL99], an optimization which merges non-
contiguous I/O requests into contiguous ones at aggregator processes before sending
them to file system (we have employed one aggregator). We have used ROMIO
included in the MPICH-3.2 MPI distribution. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 shows VIDAS
collective I/O and ROMIO collective I/O im- plementations for reading and writing,
respectively. The experiments consists in collectively reading/writing data to/from
an object/file of 1024 MB. The domains are accessing non-overlappingly interleaved
strided vectors of 2MB blocks. We note that VIDAS collectives outperform collective
I/O ROMIO operations by a considerable margin as we scale the number of virtual
machines.
Figure 5.11 shows the results for VIDAS and ROMIO collective write imple-
mentations. NFS energy consumption is 7.5% to 107% higher than VIDAS, while
VIDAS performance is 5% to 865% higher than NFS. PVFS energy consumption is
43% to 109% higher than VIDAS, while VIDAS performance is 17% to 636% higher
than PVFS. Figure 5.10 shows VIDAS read performance up to 554% higher than
ROMIO+NFS while NFS energy consumption is 65% higher. Similarly, VIDAS read
performance is 420% higher than ROMIO+PVFS, while PVFS energy consumption
is 61% higher.
The main explanation for the better performance of VIDAS is the shared collec-
tive buffer, which helps avoid copy operations. On the other hand, ROMIO collective
operations copy the data into collective buffers before sending them to disks, which
makes performance drop dramatically when increasing the number of virtual ma-
chines. In addition, since we always perform all I/O from host domain context, we
are able to optimize data locality by placing shared memory objects on the same
NUMA node as the I/O process which moves data to and from the storage device.
This optimization increased our performance by about 10% and reduced perfor-
mance variability. As the results of our VIDAS evaluation show, the reduction of
data movement and improved performance also provides improved energy efficiency.


Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis we have explored novel methodologies that improve the energy effi-
ciency of data movement. Our work shows how increasing coordination between dif-
ferent layers of the operating system can have an impact on power and performance.
In Chapter 3, we detail how the operating system’s algorithms that coordinate and
control the rate of data movement result in power and performance regimes, and
use this to develop power prediction models. Chapter 4 shows a technique that
improves energy efficiency by coordinating CPU performance with I/O regimes. Fi-
nally, Chapter 5 improves data sharing in virtualized environments by providing
novel abstractions and mechanisms that allow efficient coordinated access to shared
data objects.
The thesis properly fulfills all objectives presented in Section 1.2 in the following
way.
Understand, characterize, and model energy consumed by data move-
ment. We have performed thorough instrumentation and analysis of power usage
in the I/O stack across all system components in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, resulting
in a methodology that relates system metrics to power usage in Section 3.4. Our
findings enable the development of predictive power models in Sections 3.5 and 3.7.
We also use this knowledge to develop an I/O-aware CPU management driver that
is coordinated with I/O regimes in Section 4.4.
Explore novel CPU-level techniques for optimizing the performance
and energy efficiency of data movement in the node-level I/O stack. We
identify two main issues present in modern processors during I/O intensive work-
loads, thermal imbalances and inefficient use of CPU performance states. We exploit
thermal imbalances to develop a more efficient thread placement policy for I/O and
compute workloads in Section 4.3. We also apply the knowledge gathered from our
analysis of power usage caused by I/O workloads to develop a more efficient, I/O-
aware CPU performance driver in Section 4.4.
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Research novel approaches for enhancing performance and energy effi-
ciency of data sharing across virtualized domains. This thesis studies existing
virtualized I/O stack solutions and introduces a new mechanism for improving virtu-
alized data sharing based on efficient I/O forwarding in Section 5.1. We realize that
the underlying data sharing mechanism of this solution can be improved upon by
minimizing data movement and develop a new virtualized data sharing mechanism,
VIDAS. Our solution, detailed in Section 5.5, greatly reduces data movement and
provides enhanced programmability through novel abstractions, mechanisms and
semantics that enable efficient inter-domain coordinated I/O.
6.1 Contributions
This thesis presents contributions to the study, analysis, and improvement of energy
efficiency of data movement across different layers of the system. This thesis presents
the following contributions.
Analysis and modeling of power consumption in the host I/O stack.
We have performed thorough instrumentation and analysis of power usage in the I/O
stack across all system components, revealing system transitions between power and
performance regimes and operating system mechanisms and algorithms responsible
for these regime changes. Our work also presents a methodology for automatically
obtaining the system metrics that are most relevant for I/O power usage. We have
proposed new analytical models that are able to predict power consumption of I/O
workloads with various access patterns.
Micro-processor energy efficiency optimizations for I/O workloads.
We have also conducted research on the impact of low-level systems software on
the energy efficiency of the CPU during I/O. As a result, we propose two optimiza-
tions that improve the energy efficiency of the CPU through thermal and I/O-aware
performance drivers.
Efficient data sharing in virtualized environments. This thesis introduces
new abstractions and mechanisms that constitute a new virtualized data sharing
solution. Our proposed solution improves performance and energy efficiency of intra-
domain data sharing by minimizing data movement across the virtualized I/O stack
using a novel data sharing mechanism. Our solution also improves programmability
through new abstractions and consistency semantics that allow more expressive and
efficient data sharing.
6.2 Thesis results
The main contributions of this thesis have been published in peer-reviewed confer-
ences and journals. We list the publications derived from the work of this thesis.
Seminars, posters, and awards are also included in this Section.
• Awards
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– IBM PhD Fellowship Award, 2013. The IBM Ph.D. Fellowship Awards
Program is an intensely competitive worldwide program, which honors
exceptional Ph.D. students who have an interest in solving problems that
are important to IBM and fundamental to innovation in many academic
disciplines and areas of study.
– Best Poster Award for Virtualized Data Sharing for High Performance
Storage I/O during ComplexHPC Spring School, Uppsala, 2013.
• Journals
– Pablo Llopis, Javier Garcia Blas, Florin Isaila, and Jesus Carretero. Sur-
vey of energy-efficient and power-proportional storage systems. The Com-
puter Journal, 2013.
– Gabriel G. Castañé, Alberto Núñez, Pablo Llopis, and Jesús Carretero.
E-mc 2: a formal framework for energy modelling in cloud computing.
Simulation Modelling Practice and Theory 39, pp. 56-75, 2013.
– Pablo Llopis, Manuel F. Dolz, Javier Garcia Blas, Florin Isaila, Moham-
mad Reza, and Michael Kuhn. Analysing the Energy Consumption of the
Storage Data Path. Journal of Supercomputing, 2016.
–
• Conferences
– Pablo Llopis, Gonzalo Martin, Borja Bergua, and Jesus Carretero. Virtual
I/O forwarding for cloud-based HPC applications. In Proceedings of the
2012 IEEE 10th International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed
Processing with Applications, pp. 869-870. IEEE Computer Society, 2012.
– Pablo Llopis, Gabriel G. Castañé, Jesús Carretero. Cost-benefit analysis
and exploration of cost-energy-performance trade-offs in scientific com-
puting infrastructures. In the Proceedings of the International Conference
on Computational Science, 2016.
• Workshops
– Pablo Llopis, Javier Blas, Florin Isaila, and Jesus Carretero. VIDAS:
object-based virtualized data sharing for high performance storage I/O. In
Proceedings of the 4th ACM workshop on Scientific cloud computing, pp.
37-44. ACM, 2013.
– Pablo Llopis, Manuel F. Dolz, Javier García-Blas, Florin Isaila, Jesús Car-
retero, Mohammad Reza Heidari, and Michael Kuhn. "Analyzing Power
Consumption of I/O Operations in HPC Applications." Ultrascale Com-
puting Systems (NESUS 2015) Krakow, Poland (2015): 107.
• Posters
– Pablo Llopis, Gonzalo Martin, and Jesus Carretero. Virtual I/O forward-
ing for cloud-based HPC applications. 2012 IEEE 10th International Sym-
posium on Parallel and Distributed Processing with Applications.
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– Pablo Llopis, Javier Blas, Florin Isaila, and Jesus Carretero. Virtual-
ized Data Sharing for High Performance Storage I/O. Best Poster. Com-
plexHPC Spring School 2013.
• Talks and Seminars
– Managing your infrastructure with code: An overview of automating con-
figuration management with Puppet, IBM Zurich Research Laboratory,
Zurich, February 2014.
– Understanding the dynamic nature of modern processors in preparation
for exascale computing, Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, July 2015.
– Work in progress about enhancing the programmability and energy effi-
ciency of storage in HPC and cloud environments, NESUS Winter School
PhD Symposium, Timisoara, Romania, 2016.
– Thesis overview of Enhancing the programmability and energy efficiency
of storage in HPC and cloud environments, CAPAP-H Winter School,
Madrid, Spain, 2016.
• Research Internships
– IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, Zurich, Switzerland, 2013. Under the
direction of host Ronald Luijten. Duration: 6 months.
– Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, USA, 2015. Under the direction
of host Yoshii Kazutomo. Duration: 3 months.
6.3 Future directions
As a result of the work conducted for this thesis, we have identified several lines of
research that could be pursued in the future.
6.3.1 Analysis and power modeling of I/O workloads
The thesis presents a thorough analysis of power usage in storage I/O and an analyti-
cal models, which are able to predict power consumption over various I/O workloads.
We demonstrated this using micro-benchmarks and Filebench macro-benchmarks.
In the future, we intend to expand this work to include more complex I/O workloads
and to evaluate the accuracy of the model under a wider variety of scenarios, rang-
ing from different memory technologies (such as NVRAM), to complex I/O access
patterns. Our goal is to use this model as building blocks for modeling large dis-
tributed systems. In addition, we intend to develop an extension to the model that
distinguishes data and metadata. A high-level abstraction which translates metadata
operations such as file creation, file deletion, directory traversal, and file attribute
access to power usage is useful for more accurately predicting energy consumption
of certain workloads. However, given our experience with the models developed in
this work, we think that this is a challenging problem due to the fact that metadata
access will vary greatly between file systems and storage devices.
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6.3.2 Virtualized data sharing
In this thesis, we presented two solutions for optimizing data sharing in virtual
environments. In the future we plan to integrate VIDAS with our solution for I/O
forwarding for cloud environments in order to combine node-local data sharing capa-
bilities with high performance inter-node I/O delegation [LMBC12]. This approach
would be useful for hierarchical data distribution policies based on reducing node-
local communication and balancing storage I/O load over several nodes.
6.3.3 Energy efficient hardware device drivers
While the work in this thesis demonstrates two different optimizations for improv-
ing the energy efficiency of the CPU, we believe there are more opportunities that
can be explored. Particularly concerning the increasing amount of dynamic features
present in modern processors which lead to thermal issues. Opportunistic voltage
and frequency scaling that takes advantage of the thermal headroom is increasingly
being used for boosting performance. As the opportunistic frequency region becomes
a greater portion of available frequencies, the dynamic behavior that is highly depen-
dent on thermal and power limitations increases. The resulting dynamic behavior re-
sults in uneven heat accumulation and performance variation, leading a system with
homogeneous processing units to behave as a heterogeneous system. This leaves the
open question to how these dynamic features affect the efficiency and performance
of I/O and compute workloads and how to deal with this dynamic behavior. In this
thesis we start working on these issues but there is a wide range of scenarios and
issues that need to be investigated.
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